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J. W ALDO

Licensed Taxidermist,
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C. H. Robinson,

VETERINARY SURGEON,
South Paris.
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men
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Kaay
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Π»«· year» of »MC·
m 1 UarnKf work
PORTLAND Al'TO CO..
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K. W. (Hi^llIlK,

Builders' Finish I
firntab ΟοΟΒβ aa<l window
la
«m or ·*ιτ« at reaeoaabie prV-ee

H

of any

school.

Recently

an

apple packing

Also Window & Door Frames.

Planing, Siwing

HANDLER,

HILLS,
Optioian.
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Browotail Moth Parasites.
More than 1,500,000 winter nests of
tbe bruwntail oioth were imported from
other countries during five years by the
United State· Bureau of Entomology for
the purpose of liberating in this country
such beneficial parasite· as hibernate in
tbe winter nest of this pest.
The entomologists of the Maine Agricultural Experiment Station obtained,
last winter, two species of imported parasite* from nests collected in Maiue, one
worked as far north as

species having

the
As
parasite laboratory
the work of bandliog imported
parasites is at Melrose Highlands, Mas·.,
it will be seen that these two Insects
have already spread over a wide terri-

Orono.
where

NORWAY,

MAINE.

A. O.
15 years expert Watchmaker with Bigelow,
Kennard it Co., Boston.
All Work
Guaranteed.
A little out of the way
but it pays to walk.

«BUS,

WATCHES. CLOCKS
AMD JEWELRY.

*lth Optometrist Parraenter, Norway, He.
\S ..iileacQol hantwootl a*he«, the
ffrt'.lUer» oo earth, car lota bulk, tweWe
^ackeJ. thirteen dollar»; sixty OMU per
iteUvcr«<t. liuorge Steveue, Peterborough,
"ctar,,., Canada.
18 'li-18 '13
*·«

>λτ'.

Bull for Sale.
Full blooded Holatein, 2 jreare old,
*•11 marked, kind and gentle.
Hie
father cannot be bought for $150, and
kis mother i· a $100 cow. For farther
particular· address
W. R. BOULD3,
34tt
Island Pond, Vt.

Are You

FROM

WHOLE

EXPENSIVE.

Happy?

tory.
Several other species of even greater
value have also been liberated in Massachusetts, and auy one in Maine having
browntail nests on his premises can aid
in the protection and distribution of
these imported frieuds by putting himself to very little trouble.
The present methods of destroying
the browotail nests in mid-winter, while
effective in killing the caterpillars, aiso
destroys parasites if present. A modification of this method could well be
made by which the parasite is allowed to
of tbe
escape before the destruction
As heretofore, the nests should
uests.
be removed from the orchard or shade
be
trees during tbe winter, but should
held and kept under normal outdoor
conditions until the first warm days of
and caterspring, when both parasites
as
pillars become active. The nest*,
soon as cut from the tree may be placed
the outin a barrel or other receptacle,
the
side of which, at some distance from
with tree
top edge, should be smeared
tanglefoot or some similar preparation,
be
so that the emerging caterpillars can
It
caught in their attempt to escape.cloth
might be well to tie a wad of
a
around the outside of the barrel in
band and keep this sticky with tree tanglefoot.
This method of dealing witn mo nesie,
while destroying the caterpillare, gives
the paraat the tame time a chauce for
natsite· to iij away aud continue their
browntall
the
on
ural

size.—T. Grelner.

Our Debt to the Merino.
The progéniture of our fine wool
from
•beep were brought to this country
of the eighteenth
Spain in the la'ter part
of the ninecentury. In t be early part
teenth century, 1810-11 due wool sheep
counbecame immensely popular in this
not uncomtry, a sale at $1,000 being
lot more than
muu, and a dollar meant a
This popularity of the Meit does oow.

rino, and later of the Delaine, developed
to
from the early Merino, baa continued
since.
a greater or less degree ever
Until the time of thi stocking of the
Western range country, the only sheep
that were accounted of much importance
carried
in this country were those that
Merino.
the blood of the old Spanish
The free range of the great West brought

of
about a vast increase in our supply
we
sheep. Up to this time, about 16Û0,
had raised sheep for their wool only.

Then, with our greatly increased supply
for
of sheep, Westerners began to plan
besides
some revenue from their sheep
some trepidation range
wool. With
sheepmen began to make shipments
became
of sheep to market. Mutton
would
cheap and our natural economy we ate
So
not allow it to go to waste.
It we
it. As we ate more and more of
learned to like it better and better.
Mutton grew in popularity and waa
as
seen everywhere on hotel menus; and,
ordinary mutton good we
we fouud
Consebegan to ask for bettor mutton.
the lamb industry started and

quently,

I
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■"·-

$1.00

•Steamer
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01
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Portland
Tue* la y»
Frl
and
day» at 7 a. m. foi
Bock land and Intense

PORTLAND AND I
BOOTHBAY LINEl ^':.ra. 2Xln

*ίτΙββ'ΐβ»ϊ22βior
*·

BooUb^Md

*~rel*k4,411 nue* iDc'ai<

MJ

·» Information add re*

LLAT, Agent, FranklU Wharf, Portland

The reason Suropeana get such large
that they
returns from a small area Is
of manur<
apply Iraniens· quantities
cultivate the crop

1 and

then thoroughly

to feed timotbj
ration of bran anc
hay and corn atover
the ewes ii 1
oats will help to maintain
during the winter.
If one is

compelled

a

food condition

and faro
Begin to test the vegetable
for imparities
seeds this month. Look
seed of low germi
In the seed as well as
nating quality.

twotions of muttou sheep, in over
of
thirds of our sheep is found the blood
The fine
the old American Merino.
wool sheep made possible the stocking
uf the range, because of their hardiness,
to range
rustling ability and inclination
been
In docks. No other blood has ever
able to replace the Merino there.
well
No man can lay claim to being
uf this
livestock
Industry
the
on
pusted
these facts
country who does not know
Merino
and recognize the great part the
livestock develsheep has played in our
in the Cenopment. Our great colleges
to
tral West pay practically no attention
the tine wool sheep. Many agricultural
little
instructors know comparatively
to
abuut them. Let us give due credit
imthe blood that has played the most
in the development of any

portant part

With-

suob places which atork relish,
late in
wbioh become bard and taatelee·
rue or
the season. Tbe tall meadow
ailver-leaf is relished by sheep and will
its early
be eaten by cattle If cut In
time of catting
atage·, but by the usual
brown
meadows the atalka are dead and
ao muob
and aimply fill up the mow aa
braah of any kind, and tbe aeeda art

dry

acatt»red to renew tbe trouble.—Ο. H.
L. in Maine Farmer.

An effort is being made by tbe Orangi
of
of Lubec to promote tbe breeding

cattle throughout th<

pure-bred
co-operation
town

only

by

lamb 1 bred aire· and dama.

Oil meal ia greatly relished bj
in obtaining a fin
and helps greatly
finish for the market.
far

superior

to

Range-Iambs
for the
tlve bred lambe as feeders
are

ket.

nt

mi

Copyright, 1910,

agree

on one

in

Aa

buying

many

pure

aa can

particular breed, confinlnf

themselves to tbls breed alone. Tb<
in tbii
Holateina are the leading breed
and
town at present, while Ayrshire·
Shorthorn· are being bred by mer»
farmer·.

JOSEPH

by the
Atlantic Monthly
Company

The Author.

CHAPTER

H USBAND
Tills washer is inflated as
tbe helmet Is adjusted and.
η esslng out closely against tbe steel

tbe onln.

VII.

eoon

The Deadly G a···.

FTER tbe labor and excitement
of the long night the sudden
stopping of activity came like
breaking of a tightly
the
stretched wire. There was nothing to
locuted
ilu but wait. The chief engineer
wwt south,
8(Hit directly over third
From
where the Ure hnd been hottest
of the
the charts showing the curves

a

thai
tioor of the mine It was discovered
starting
declivity
a
natural
was
there
at the foot of the shaft and descending
had started,
to the point where the Are
uud fronj there tbe ground rose again

as

me oeunei ou

snen tu

oue eiue. eon

closely to the coutoure of tbe
head on the other, leaving the earn exposed. In the front of each helmet is
a round bnllseye of heavy mica, protected by Hteel rods, and below tbe
bullseye, hii Inch below tbe uioutb. Is
the malu valve, which Is closed Immediately before the muo euters the poi
forms

aoned atmosphere.
From tbe helmet In front hangs a
pair of false lungs. or large rubber
sucks, projected by a leather apron,
and on Ihe back, held by straps over
the shoulders and supported by plates
fitting closely to tbe small of the buck,

tbe level of the mlue bottom at tbe
fur end of third west south entry,
the bangs a heavy kuapsnck weighing
about three-qunrter* of a mile from
This knapsack
about forty pouuds.
The total drop at the air split
shaft
consists of two steel cylinders, each
whore the tire had started was only
of one containing pure oxygen compress
about flfteen feet, but ne the height
ed to 130 atmospheres, sufficient to
evident
wus
It
feet
ten
the eutry wub
support life for one hour, the two to
with
tilled
that If this basin could be
lieing sufficient f- r two hours.
gether
that
In
water any tire that existed
Above tbe ozygeu cylinders are two
entry could be effectively extinguished
cartridges, or cuus. containing loos··
without flooding tbe rent of tbe mise,
crystals of hydrate of |iotnsHiuui suifi
on ac
a feat that would be Impossible
clent to altHorb iwu hours eiualation
count of tbe vnst area of the worklncs
With tfie helmet
of curlMtnlc ndd gas
Meanwhile tbe pipes for compressed
these cartridges and the oxygen cylin
tuunel
every
threaded
which
air
ders are connected lu ιι continuons cirthroughout the uiine had been Oiled cuit. and as soon as the oxtgen I*
would
with water, aud as these pipes
from the
fire ex turned on there is a flow up
naturally be red hot wherever
oxygen cylinders by a tube under the
discharge
and
burst
would
Isted they
right arm to the helmet uud dowu un
the water where It was most needed
«1er tbe left arm to tbe cartridges and
head
engl
the
located
by
At the «pot
to tbe tube at the
at 412 through theui again
neer a drill bole was sunk, and
oxygeu valve.
feet tbe drill went through, proving
/*V
that the surveyors* calculations had
The pipe line was Imbeen correct
connected, and for two
to

mediately
week* s «teady stream of water poor

fd into the burtied section of tbe mine.
In tbe meantime almost hourly observations were taken with the therliometerg at the shafts, and record was
made of the barometric conditions
withlu tbe mine. A mine that is scaled
breathes at regular intervals like a
human being through the natural crevices In tbe rock, and even through the

the seal would show

Four

weeks

nrter

tne

snnrts

wore

sealed It was determined that some
>ort ut |x»rsonal Investigation should
lie iniiiie of the conditions lu the mine.
Uue tiling whs apparent, and tbat
was. tliat under do consideration should
:«ι»v air lie allowed to enter the tntne,
•ι* the entrance of ulr would not only
latent tire which

ex-

of oxygen and the presence of enormous quantities of the various gases
So
genet a ted by the burning coal.
poisonous was the atmosphere—for under no consideration could It be called
"air" whk.li tilled the shafts aud every foot of the tunneling below the
seals that life would be extinguished in
approximately ninety seconds should
any man be compelled to breathe It
The gases which filled the mine con-

sisted principally of carbon monoxide,
or white damp, and carbon dioxide, or
black damp, with a small additional
White
percentage ot other gases.
damp Is the gns most feared by the
miners, for Its properties render It dlf
tir h it to detect. Inasmuch as It la tasteless. odorless and colorless and when
mixed In the proportion of about one
part ga« to nine parts air Is called
"lire damp" aud becomes explosive to
a degree hard to realize unless oue
Black damp, unl:as seen its effects.
.i»e white (lamp, is heavier than air.
a nonex plosive gas which may be de-

tected by its peculiar odor.
Again,
unlike the other, lte effect is to suffocate and extinguish fire. This gas Is
so heavy and moves with sucb a sluggish flow that occasionally, when minmine folers have beeu trapped In a
lowing an explosion and bare detected
the black damp creeping In upon them
uy Its smell, tbey have been able to

stop Its advance by erecting dams or
barricades along the floor, building
them higher aa the volume of gas Increased and keeping the air within

little tnclosure comparatively
their
Folclear by rude improvised fana.
lowing an explosion, these two gases
become mingled and form a mixed
gas

possessing all the dreaded quali-

ties or each, which Is known as "after
damp," and it is this mixture of gases
which destroys any Ufe that may remain following a mine disaster.
To contend with these almost lmpos
*ll>le conditions It was determined to
make the descent equipped with air
tight helmet*, somewhat resembling

lu appearance those used by deep sea
diver*. This Ingenious device, which

exist under eneh rendition* and to conduct Investigation!
for a period of two hours, consists oJ

«>M)iiit»«

u

steel

η

him h

in

headpiece completely covering

the fore part of the bead and leaving
the ears exposed, made airtight bj
means of a pneumatic washer which
passes In η circle around the top of the
head and down eacb side of the facc

in iront oi φβ ears, connecting undw

dangerous nature of their work-sucl·
with their helmets lu place aud the
of the
oxvgen turned on. the outer door
fan house was closed behind ibem. T e
round blade of a circular saw had been
hung by a wire from the a e ο
box (the Iron beam from which it was

impended

·*?■*
with a

Hlw « ^nsketÎ·

given by striking this
hammer
ϋροη. hearing a signal a
or the shaft t«o..lb
« tbe
would immediately transmit it by Piling a bell r .|;e wbicb ra;>s ■' '"■'■'J11
engine room. One stroke meant stop,

were

Si"

Uo

^

two strokes -haul up." three "lower
l ive
awav" and four "sure arrival."
stroke» on the saw blade -which rang
like « great bell-meant "hnul out at
top speed. Dauber Uas been ernouo·

Vf!

yellow

Upon adjusting tin· helmet the-

wear-

takes several large breaths of pure
ulr. which lie exhales Into the false
I lines on his chest, and Immediately
shuts the mouth valve. At the same
instant, with hi& right hand behind his
hack, he turns on the oxygeu. and
er

this, regulated hy valves to an even
feed to last fur exactly two hours,
forces Itself tip the tube Into the helmet and by its pressure and reverse
suction draws dowu through the other
tube und through the cans of putas
slum hydrate the exhaled breath. Air
being a mixture ol pun» nitrogen and
pure oxygen, the oxygen cylinders fur
nlsb one necessary element The second—the nitrogen—already exists In
the several breaths that the man baa
taken Into the false lungs, for the nltrogeu atoms are Indestructible and.
mixed with oxygen, can be used inPassing through the po
detinitely.
tassium hydrate cylinders, the carbonic
acid gas Is entirely absorbed, leaving
the free nitrogen atoms to unite with
the oxygen below, and so for two
hours a steady stream of air passes up
through the right hand tube, and for
two hours the cans of potassium hydrate absorb the Impurities exhaled
and pass on the nitrogen atoms to
unite with the fresh oxygen ever flow

lug up from the cylinders

In order that the helmet men might
of
keep exact account of the amount

fastenoxygen used there was a clock
ed to the knapsack. When the helmet
was adjusted and the oxygen turned
to
on the hand of the clock pointed
the
two hours, and as the pressnre In
cylinders was reduced ihe hand slid
fifback to one hour, thirty minutes,
teen and finally zero, when It would
be necessary to open the valves and
breathe the outer air or suffocate. We

could not see the clocks on our own
knapsacks, as they were behind our
backs, and so every fifteen minutes
filled
or so we would gather in the gas
tunnels and with our electric torches
read the minutes remaining on each
Thirty minutes left
other's clocks.
start for top, even If we were
meant
We could take no
near the hoist.
Unconscious men are bard
chances.
air
to move, eppeclally when one's own
has almost gone.
a

CHAPTER VIII.

Fighting For th· M In·.
was a cold, gray morning

Ii js |T
1 wbeu

dozen of the men cbosen to effect the flret descent
Into the mine gathered Inside
the small stockade about the air abaft
Outside the fence, unmindful of the

| I I

a

L-J

rnlu and cold, a hundred silent, nnex-

preeslve faces pressed close against the
palings and watched for wbat might

Everything was In readiness
for the descent Inside the dome above
the air shaft the seal had been removed. and the double doors, forming a
sort of vestibule which connected this
rooin with the outer world, made an
effective air lock through which the
A large, square box.
men might enter.
which In the time of operation bad
been used to lower beavy supplies and

eome.

occasional!) mules Into the mine, biyig
a steel cable In the air
shaft and was lowered or raised by
mum* of an englue In tbe fanbouse.
the cable running over a sheave wheel

suspended by

In the cruwn of tbe dome.
No one knew wbat conditions would
be met with at bottom, but it was
rieternjlue<l to make a trial trip, low
erlitg three men in helmets to tbe bot·

of a man.
Once again lu the car we gave our
signal, and far off—400 feet above us—
the expectant ears of the watcher
tbe note of our two bells like

caught

distant cburcb chimes. Softly we felt
ourselves lifted, and the assent was
Four minutes later tbe three
begun
electric lights at the shaft brink glow
ed—now almost defiantly—through the
smoke, and we lowered the side of our

■hip and drugged la

our

gangplank

tance that I knew to be but the length
of my arm. The last man h-vlng cTossed the watcher in hi» helmet on the
brink pulled back the board, and
«roping clumsily and hampered in the
darkness, we pulled up the swinging
side of the box and lashed it into place.
Then clear and vibrant came the
three strokes from Delmer's hammer

the saw blade. Far away we heard
the bell transmitting our signal In the
engine house, and then, imperceptibly,
without Jolt or sound, the faint smudge
of tawny yellow of the three electric
lights on the edge of the shaft seemed
to rise above us and. standing sllen
on

In the box. we sank Into blackness un
utterable. Instantly sense of direction
\\ e
was gone. .We could see uothlng.
could not even see through the bul s
eves of out helmets the walls of the
shaft. almost within arm's reach
Once 1 held my light pointed close
a pa Inst the bullseye of my helmet aiu
found a sudden relief In its yellow

glare

We dad expected mat we snouiu teei
the slight shock as we hit bottom
notwithstanding the fact that the en
glueer on top would calculate our ικ>·
sitlou exactly anil would brine us slow
ly to a rest, hut our arrival wat* pu/,
zllng. for there was no jar. and. In ad-

dition. the hox landed ou an angle
when It should have rested squarely
For a
on the floor of the air shaft
few seconds we remained in our phees.
silent and wondering: then, one hy
As I
one. we clltnlwd over the side.
stepped ovor the odjre of the box. tak-

ing care that the tubes υ/ my apparatus did not catch on any projections,
my feet almost slipped from under me.
for it seemed as though I had placed
them on a slippery mattress.
One by one we crawled out and over
the strange, soft object that lay under
the hox. and then, peerltic closely in
the fa lut light of our torches, we saw
that we bad landed on the bloated
bodies of two mules which had evidently fled before the *moke and Are
when the mine was abandoned and
had died seeking the last breath of air

at the foot of the alrsbaft.
There was about a foot of water at
the bottom of the shaft, for we had
pumped water down the sides to prevent the heat from ignltiug the thin
board lining, and through the water
and over the bodies of the mules we
groped our way to the small door a
yard away that led In to the foot of
the escapement One by one we crawled through the door, wriggling to get
our
shoulders and
knapsacks
through Its small confines and yet with

our

constant

care

that

the

tubes of the

apparûtes and the knapsack and hel

met did not touch auything, for the
words of the chemist, that ninety sec·
onds'of thf gas wou'd kill. Were never
Tin· foot of
for an instant forgot ten
the escapement was a little lower than
the bottom of the air shaft and the waWith the
fer correspo'idlncly deeper.
Hear splashing In contrast to the dull
lies·! .if tin· darkness, we groped for the
second door and passed through If into
R entry. A« I lifted up my shoulders
side of the doorway a sud
•m the otin
den hen ι struck me. an J I realized that
the fire had been nearer the mine botthan we had supposed.
Uncertain as to the perfect

tom

efficiency

of our apparatus-for we were<all new
we refrained mm venturing far
to If
from the little doorway through which
With oar hands
we had just passed.
we examined the props on either side
of the entry and from their feeling
knew that the Ore had not reached
them and that the mine bottom was
unharmed, but the intense beat which
brought the sweat suddenly out upon

[ us

raised the lev that somewhere.

passed out would allow thè clean air
from the nlr shaft, currying more oxygen, to pass into tbe entry.
Without a word, stumbling awkwardly in our baste, we climbed through the
door and fastened It behind ns. "The
entry is on fire!" we shouted to Delmer
as we climbed over tbe edge of tbe box,
and then for three or four long minutes
we stood voiceless as the bos swung
upward. ench man with tbe fear In his
heurt Chut a sudden explosive blast
from the mine below would hurl us
to αα Instant destruction.

CHAPTER IX.

Explosions.

UR exit was safely accomplished, and after a conference at
the fan house it was realized
that through some crerkv or
opening from the air shaft to tbe mine
which had escaped our notice air had
paused Into the workings, and while
we had labored taking out the bodies
of the uiules the latent fire, revived by
this new supply of oxygen, had been
funned

Into

active

flame

and

hid

crawled down the entry to tbe very

bottom of the «haft Under then# condition." all our work bad to l>* abiin
dotied. and reluctantly we replaced tbe
A few hours
steal over the air «haft
have b»"en stl thit *»»
more wonSd
necessary to bring tbe Ore Into tbe
shaft and destroy it.
Again a uutntier of tbe men wh> bad

until now ln-en active in tbe w -»rlt >*t
Derenit>er hafl
heart and left town
couie aud with It cold. gra> Oa>», wiUi
occasional flurries of snow and te» tn
the early uioruiuga. LH*a|»poii»led. lnu
and spurred on bj
not downhearted
tbe more than double pay tbe> were
receiving for their work, the men w !to
remained liecan to follow out the In

structioiM of thon· lu charge tor con
querlug this unexpected development
At tbe u-otitb of tbe air she ft a great
furuace was constructed, and for four
days and nights tbe fuw* of sulphur
were pump**] slowly down the air
shaft, a vapor which sank of Its own
accord Into the mine. and. It wa* be
lleved, would smother out the flames
In addition,
at the foot of the «hnft.
the pipes which had been conuected
with the two drill holes that we bad

^eaths

Then the
were snapped In place, and the hlssling
In the valves and a sweetish taste in
bad
my mouth told me that the oxygen
Like children In a
been turned on
the damp air.

reached the box. but so dense was the
smoke and blackness that, ttolding my
electric torch at arm's length, fry as
but
might I could distinguish nothing
smudge of light at a disa faint

mets.

but I do not remember that we said
much beyond the few words that were
The scant sounds that
necessary.
echoed through the Isinglass of the
helmets seemed more like the faroff
bellow of some animal than the voice

whatever we could without eolng more
Ibis
than a few yards from the door.
over, we were to return
With a last look at the cold, gray
The
„kv. we adjusted our helmets.
clamp» were tightened, the washers III·
of
dated, and we drew I». long

hands
One by one we crawled
and
and knees over the swaying board

It Was Determined to Make the Descent Equipped With Air Tight Hel-

smeared the inside of our bullseyes
with a thick white mist that cut off
even the little that we bad previously
been able to see.
I bave not mentloued tbe conversation or words tliut passed between us.

ie
leuve the I"·* and pu·* through
d( or Into the bottom of the ee<-a lament and ti en e out through the secThere we «"ere
ond doo. into It entry
to take the temi-erature wltu a w If
recording thennometer and observe

on our

by bureau of mines.

air would fan into active tlaines. Slowly we withdrew through the doorway
and once uiore climbed over the mules
into the box. The sudden transition
from the heat of Β entry to the cooler
atmosphere of the air shaft condensed
tbe sweat inside our helmets and

which he
carry the hammer, with
would signal on the saw blade. I was
to carry his electrl·· torch and my own.
mid Knox wan to pav est*·» mi heed to
the swinging of the l>ox to prevent It
from catching on the side of the shaft
Upon ivuviilui; bottom we were to

shaft mouth.

Pboto

a few yards away, indien lu the smoke and darkness, laj
a dormant die which the presence of

perhaps only

Before start lug all our plan* «ere
Pelmer was to
carefully arranged

ρω»;
knew^

steady suction.
expansion would

vet eurountcred.
"The air on top ain't fit to live In,"
he suld
"One day It's cold; uext day
it's hot
I've bad rheumatism ever
since the mlnp shut down. The only
place a man keeps !i!s health Is underground ." And there were many others
who shared his views.

«baft^wblcb

on
ed through and stood, as we
Her·
the brink of the open «taft
three electric lights gleamed dim and
far away through the thick smoke that
completely filled the dome above the

a

So great was the Interest taken by
the men In this work of examination
that there wn* little complaining. One
morning, however, as I walked back
from the power house to the town 1
met Luke Davis, an old miner of about
sixty, who came limping down the
street toward the mine, and from blm
I heard the tlrst complaint of tbe kind
•and many like It followed) that I bad

ThJs showed that tbere was no wreckage of any sort In the
Are
might have been the case had the
burned loose the shaft
was
At half past » the first crew
for thei
selected
ν
volunteers,
lend
wbo
ability to cope «-itb emergentlee.
received large pay on account of the

of the reguoxygen and the even click
The second door was
lating valves
opened, and without seeing it we

Tlieu. tollowing.
b«· noticeable, and for au equal period
the strong, heavy smells of "black
Jtuijp" and siuoke would exhale from
the mine.
an

the box and if tbelr trip were succès*
fui to send a second crew of three
helmeted men, who would pass through
tbe doors into the main entry and. returning. report what conditions they
Preparatory to th.
had fouod I here.
descent the box was lowered until the
white mark on the cable drum in the
Hiclne house showed that it hnd reached bottom, when it wus hoisted again.

darkened room, we followed Delmer
through the first door and turned to
There were
see It close behind us.
sudden blackness and silence save for
the stead ν hissing of the compressed

seals at the shaft mouth tbe vacuum
created by the burning out of the oxygen in tbe mine would draw In the air,
and for several hours a handkerchief
laid over oue of the small openiugs in

'au iiji any
might
Still we were not satisfied, and ist bnt the mixture of air with the ainumbers
we began to import in great
most pure gas. or "after damp." which
we
mutton shoep from England, so that
than the existed throughout the entire workcould have better mutton chops
Merino would make. Thus the popular- ings. would cause a cuost violent ex
was challenged
pK'-iou and the death of any who were
ity of the Merino sheep
the water. within its reach. Tests of the mine at
by their cousins from across
comFur a century the Merino sheep
uiuspbere which had been made by
sheep inprised practically our whole
chemist* showed less than 1 per cent
in spite of importaTo-day,
dustry.

M

Portland Line Servie*
Leave Franklin Wharl
Portland, week day· al
7p. m., returning leavf
tio*ton week day· at 1
p. a steamship· Gov
Ulugley or Camden

By

grew.

class of our live-stock industry.
industry
out fiue wuol sheep the sheep
depredation·
'■
are it L* sufe to
of the East would not bave been highly
say that you enjoy moths. The
shiny,
a
small,
parasite,
and the sheep
υ
1
.'"'ι,ω it is impossibleto behappy
of an and quickly developed,
dark, four-winged tiy, about 3-10
could not bave
; u ar· well. Noted physicians will
if industry of the West
unharmed
off
would
tiy
inch in length,
ν u tL i* li.nl
to be great without them.—Peter
ntoniachs and torpid livers
(he tanglefoot is not placed on the upper grown
in Tribune Farmτ:·..· of *J5
per cent of all diseat**».
is suggested that Snyder, Pennsylvania,
It
barrel.
of
the
rim
rt;, ji »<t 42
years SEVEN BARKS has
the vicinity of er.
in
be
barrels
these
placed
I > 1> the unequalled
remedy lor all
browntail nest· are
Sn».l\CH Ll\ EB and KIDNEY trouble», and woodlota in which to
Cutting Swale Hay.
be present. The
(
or supposed
known
-s>··· ·--· taic anil blood
of
purifier known.
I wae pleased to aee the remark·
would thns aid in reducing the
1"
parasites
:r
be
what
it
should
y
digestion
well as M. Campbell about cuttiog swale bay
infestation in the woodlands as
Because
"UX eutire system in good conand spread.
early. He has bit it just right.
·'
i'; e of SEVEN BARKS is but 50
being enabled to breed
bold·
which hiber- tbe grouod is moist, and the grass
As some of the parasites
*tli at all druggists. Money remoat people think there i·
browntail
longer,
the
of
nests
green
ft
winter
the
nate in
~;ι· i.-tied.
Address
the swales and
no hurry about outtiug
moth will also kill the gypsy caterpillars,
1 ·» * iSKuVt V «s Murray
can low meadow·, but tbe real meadow grass
St. N«w York. N.Y.
It will be seen that a double purpose
distribution. Is hardening and growing undesirable
be served by aiding in their
on
the gath- for stock food fully as fast as that
Carelessness In dealing with
be
land. This is one reason why "medered winter nests should, of course, live dry
of
der hay" has such a poor reputation
avoided, as an overturned barrel
market.
of orobard 01 among feeders and In
Steemer· leave Frank, caterpillars in the vicinity
"AIME STEAMSHIP lia Wharf Tneadaye
more
If such grass was cut early enough to
forest trees might prove a much
either of them
tbiok
I
between
LINE
Thursday· and Salur serious matter than burning the nests in get two crops,
on-*a.| and New York da;· at 8 .DO p. m.
would be worth as muob for feeding as
all.—('has.
and
first
the
place—parasites
the coarse, bulky, rough-leafed, rusty
Far· 93.Ο11 1· each dlrectl·».
O. Woods, Director Agrl' Experiment
there are
main crop cut late. Then
K*.lur«d Stateroom price·.
Station.
in
many plants beside grass growing and

PORTLAND

~^A YEAR&IN A COAL MINE

TCBEBS,

Two questions asked at the last meeting of the Weetern New York Horticultural Society were: "In an October
number of The Tribune Farmer the
statement waa made that whole potatoes
Well Koown Farmers to Lecture
are planted in Germany, and tbat their
yield ia twice tbat in America. Wby do
our experiment stations advise cutting to
AT THE ANNUAL FAKMEKS' WEEK, OKONO. one
eye? Do German potatoes have a
lese number of eyes than American
no response to the
A very
interesting feature of the tubers?" There was
Farmer*' Week coarse at Orono, March questions.
I do not remember who made these
3rd to Stb, inclusive, will be the many
in The Tribune Farmer, nor
important lectures given by successful statements
It
Maine
farmers. Tbe following well do I know who asked the question·.
on
known farmers are among the speakers: is a well known fact that Germany
raises
Mr. T. B. Roberts, Norway; Mr. C. H. her comparatively small territory
several times the number of
Chapman, East Corinth; Mr. Guy C. every year
are grown in
Porter, Houlton; Mr. L C. Holston, Cor- bushels of potatoes that
German potanish; Mr. Frank Lowell, Gardiner; Mr. the United States. The
much smaller
K. L. Copeland, Holden; Mr. Ο. B. Grif- toes, on an average, are
here. I cannot now
fin, Cariboo ; Dr. J. A. Ness, Auburn; than those grown
an acre is in
Mr. John A. Huberts, Norway; Mr. H. tell what the average yield
should not wonder if
L. Keyser, Greene; Mr. F. H. Morse, Germany. But I
whole potatoes for seed is
Waterford; Mr. W. H. Conant, Buckiield; the use of
than here, where the
Mr. John M. Deering, Saco; Mr. H. W. more common
and planting
Ε vaut», North Bridgton; Mr. E. C. Pat- tubers are usually large,
therefore almost out of
ten, Topsham; Mr. H. G. Beyer, Jr, wbolepotatoee
I'urtUnJ; Mr. E. A. Stanford, West the question.I made
Years ago
many experiments
Kennebunk.
seed pieces. I used whole
Never before in a single agricultural with different
half potatoes, potatoe· cut in
meeting in Maine has such a large num- potatoes,
or more pieces, or to
ber of well known and successful farm- three and four
been able to
Tbe single eye. I have always
ers contributed to tbe program.
on a given area by
Farmers' Week is the one big agricul- grow more potatoes
of fair size than
tural meeting of the year in Maine, held planting whole potatoes
wbole small potatoes
for purely educational purpose*, and it by planting either
And
usually the
is believed that the plans of tbe present or pieces of potatoes.
smaller the seed piece, the smaller the
The
successful.
will
evening
year
prove
I am not aware tbat exlectures will be given by Dr. L. 8. Mer- resulting crop.
stations here generally and unperiment
K.
J.
President
W.
Dr.
G.
Stephens,
rill,
qualifiedly advise cntting seed potatoes
Aley. Hon. J. A. Roberts.
If they do, they are on
to single eye.
Friday afternoon and Saturday tbe
track. When seed potatoes
Maine Association of Agricultural Stu- the wrong
scarce and high priced, planting
dents will hold its annual meeting. Spe- are very
be all right. In some
cial programs are ready for distribution. single eyes may
a small
cases, as when we have only
amount of seed of a new variety, or have
Notes from College of Agriculture.
for seed, I go further
The farm demonstration work now be- to pay fancy prices
and raise single sprouts, in the same
of
the
directed
AgriculCollege
by
ing
or "slips"
way ax sweet potato sprouts
ture iu Oxford, Cumberland, and Kenne
sometimes getting four or
bee Counties is progressing very satis- are grown,
from one eye, and plant
tive
factorily. Already a sufficient number suchsprouts in place of seed pieces.
sprouts
of cooperators bave been secured in OxLet me state unreservedly that under
ford and Cumberland Counties. All tbe
conditions, and with the same
detailed work for next year's enterprises ordinary
I have always been able to
treatment,
in
is being organized. Mr. Deering,
or fully twice as many potaraise
nearly
charge of the work in Kennebec County,
when
toes on a given piece of ground
is meeting with very generous support
' l »nun< wbole potatoe· of (air to good
Mr.
that
of
tbe
farmer·
from
county.
than when
planting single-eye
s-ze
Clarence A Day, of Presque Nie, a sucMy practice, however, is to cut
cessful Aroostook County farmer, bas piece·
small) in from
been engaged to take charge of tbe Farm the seed potatoes (unless
To plant wbole poin Washington two U> four pieces.
work
Deaonsirai too
would resize
tato·· of even moderate
County. He will begin bis duties at
of
n<>t less thao &*> to 40 bushels
be
will
quire
work
the
In that county
ooce.
If potatoes are worth 60
an acre.
seed
to
relation
with
podirected principally
the first
to ;0 ot more cents a buabei,
tato and grain growing
than we
cost of the seed i· really more
is
of
cooperTbe College
Agriculture
It might pay us to plant
or- care to risk.
business
and
witb
agricultural
ating
will
the whole potatoes even then. It
ganisations to a greater degree tbe preswell to do it, however, when
The follow- usually pay
ent year than ever before.
•eed potatoes are plentiful and cheap.
ing lines of work, in which the college
i· often raised that large
has been engaged during the present The objection
•eed pieces give an immoderately large
winier, will give an idea of it· varied acnumber of sprouts, consequently a large
tivities m the service of tbe people of the
of small tubers in the hill. I
state.
They are as follows: lectures seitiug
a whole
tbat
tiDti
potato that i· well
demonstrations before granges,
and
and particularly If "greened," will
kept,
clubs, schoola, agricultural organisations
from three to live sprouts, and
of various kinds, boards of trade. Tbe produce
will usually produce ten or twelve
these
extension
is
the
motion
latest plao set in
or usable
potatoes, all of merchantable

school was held at South Parts under tbe
direction of Mr. George A. Veaton of
the College of Agriculture, who is in
charge of tbe farm démonstration work
This school was tbe
in Oxford County.
If In want of any kla<! of flolah for lnal<le oi
one to be held in Maine, and very
ui.li
KD<lla;oar orkn. Πμ Luis tirst
*t u
it, jo a an J Cheap for Caah.
likely in New England. Others were
held at Buoktield and Hebron. It is exan4 Job Work. pected that the extension school will
constitute au important part of the extension work of tbe College of AgriculPtne Sheathing for Sale.
M Ai
ture in tbe future, since it is believed
t. W. t
that it offers an opportunity for instructMaine. ive work of genuine value.
*f Hoisatr.

Jeweler and Graduate

torn or the air snart and noisang tnem
again without allowing them to leave

Cut Potatoes?

CorrMDoaJcnoc on pracUcai agricultural topic·
Is soîleUe-i.
A l lmi all communications Id
tu«l«a for this department to lluir D
HiMMOlu, Agricultural K lltor Oxford Dcrocrat. Part·. Me.
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The Patient Mine Mule.

Then,
the

one

Hist

by one,

door—nil

we

of

groped through
us—and

then

through the secoud. My helmet bud
leaked nnil my hend reeled in α misty

sort of way from the time i left bottom, and as the bright, gray worid
outside streamed in through the sweatstreaked bnllseye it semed more like
η pleasantl> swaying picture than a
reality Some one pulled open my air
valve, and in a second my helmet wae

off, and I drew Into my lungs air that

had seemed never so sweet or fresh.
Already another crew was preparing
for a third descent to carry our investigations still further.

For one long week we continued our
work at the air shaft, and almost every hour a crew of belnseted men was
lowered down in the swinging box to
Working in the darkness
the bottom
by the feeble light of their torches,
knee deep in water and climbing over
the rotting bodies of the mules, they
erected stoppings across the openings
of the two air courses which led from
the bottom of the air shaft The small
door connecting the air shaft with the

escapement or stairway was then opened, and a few hours later the big fan
at the fan house began slowly to turn

air
over and force pure air down the
shaft which—as our stoppings proved
to be tight—found no escape Into the
mine and returned up the stairway,
making a single loop at the bottom. In
half an hour both compartments of the
shaft were clear, and men. with safeand helmets ready in case of

ty lamps

descended and found the
dancer,
smoke gone and the air clean 011 the
That night the bodies of the
bottom
and
nearest mules were luiiMed out.
for a
everything was put In readiness
the
trip on the following morning into
air
tunnels of the mine nearest the
was
shaft. With clean air at bottom it
our helmets
now possible to put on
mine,
there and go directly Into the
of
avoiding the danger and discomfort
smoke
the long belmeted trip down the
filled shaft
it was about i) o'clock In the morning
tirst
when four of us prepared for this
iu
investigation of conditions existing
shaft
(he mine surrounding the air
on top.
Our helmets were adjusted
leaving the air valve open, to be closed
when we ptissed through the small door
the
at the foot of the stairway Into
and
mine. Del tuer stayed in the box,
the three of us left him and. splash-

ing noisily In the water, crawled
of
through the small door into the door
the escapement aud then, suddenly
opening the door Into the mine, passed
through it as quickly as \ve wore able.
We realized that (ire might exist be-

neca possibility which made It
as quickessary for us to crawl through
of
ly as possible in order that the puff
air which would accompany us might
not be of sufficient volume to mix with
mixture
gas aud form an explosive
which the (ire would ignite. 1 was the
last to go through (he door, turning
to pass
my shoulders sideways in order
my knapsack through the narrow aper-

yond.

ture

From the comparative rouuiess ui iu«
shaft we stepped out Into Β entry, and
heat,
our lirst Impression was one of
for the nlr was hot beyond our expecWe had supposed, from the
tation.
volume of smoko that had been In the
lir shaft before It was blown out. that
and probably most of the rest
Β

entry

of the mine would be In η like condition. but the conditious were almost
uir
worse tliun the> h..u occn ·.. tlie
« fog
Shaft. The smoke was thick as
bank.
Groping blindly though the
blackness, uj>on which our lights seemwe
ed scarcely to make uu impression,
a
reached the other side of the entry,
distance of about twenty feet. Then
through the sweat streaked glass in my
helmet I saw a dull red glow. Mmt almost imperceptible and then brighter
colus we advanced—a tinge of tnwny
smoke.
or smeared Into the thick biai-u
few
The entry was still on Are, und a
close to the
hteps mon» liroiight uj» so
flames that tbe beat on our unprotected
bauds and necks became almost un
bearable. There was nothing now thai
and after m fe«
could be

accomplished,

brief words from AlacPherson, bellow
ed through his helmet, we turued uni 1
felt our way back to tbe small door
way.
It woe now doubly necessary tba
01 ι
our exit should be made as quickly
ι
possible, for we were etnnding in ι
An open Are. denot
giiH tilled entry.
burn
lng the presence of oxygen, was
Ing actively behind us. and every sec
ood that the door remaiued open as w< ,

bored down from the surface Into the
mine were connected with tbe boilers
in the power bouse, and for a week
steam was sent down the pipe* to eon
dense in the mine below and assist I lie
sulphur fumes in extinguishing the tire.
By the middle of the month It was
determined to make another attempt
It was no
to descend Into the mine.
longer advisable to use the air shaft as

entrance, for our previous expe
rlence had told us that the hie. If tt
still existed, would he at the foot of
Accordingly an air tight
that shaft.
house with double doors and a vestibule was built over the hoisting shaft,
and preparations were made to descend
in the regular hoisting cage. This was
much easier, for here there was no
danger of mishap, as there bad been In
the swinging box in the air shaft. 1'he
steel elevator wonld carry us to the
an

bottom in less thau a minute, and the

regular mine signals would give us
easy eoinmiinieation when on bottom

with the men above.
The first trip down proved highly en
There was no fire or tniee
con raging.
of fire anywhere around tbe foot or the
hoisting shaft The entry wn« filled
with smoke, but it was not as dense
as It had been in the other shaft, and

with new and more brilliant portable
electric lights which we bad secured
we were able to work under far more
The first crew
favorable eondlMons
that descended went only to the bot
torn and was immediately holster! out
again; the secoud crew continued tbe
from the bottom of the

exploration

shaft, and the third crew, of which ι
was a member, explored U entry to-

ward the foot of the air shaft as far
able to penetrate.
At about two-thirds of th*» distance
between the hoisting shaft and the air

as we were

film ft the steam which had been pumped Into the mine had loosened the roof,
nud a Croat "full" of white -fone seemed effectively to block the tunnel. On
our next trip, however, we discovered
that high up on the right side was a
small opening through which we could
trawl, and. hampered by our helmets
nnd fearing to press even lightly
flgalnst the great blocks of stone which

arched above us, lest a touch should
bring down tuns of roi k from the loo«se
roof, we crawled over the "fair' and
down Into the entry on the other side
Here the smoke was as thick as It
had Ιμίίι *v|h·» we first penetrated info
that portion of the entry from the air
shaft, inir the henf was gone, which

oe lUipossinie ιο pei me ucniu »c.sul
of Ills body up and over the fall. With
tlint oue thought in each inlnd we slowly crawled up and over the tuasses of

through which many Journeys
had worn a hazardous path, and down
ou the other side. And now flashes of
light like electric sparks seemed to
piny before my eyes. sliding down
My
across the front of my helmet.
knees Infill to away, and It suddenly
occurred to me that they muet be bendiu both directions as I walked. It
rook,

ing

was a hard trip to the shaft, and I realized how bripbt was the cold ttntishine
on top nod h«»w clean and « rlsp was the
open air when they beli>ed me off with

my helmet
On Christmas eve we lost a man under very similar circumstances lather
by striking hh bead or in *>π)«· other
way lie h.n| Ι·η>μ»ιμν1 his helmet nr.d
been overcome by the «ras which (ltd
Ilia body lay on the far «>de
talked In
of a brattice. am] his weiirht and the

helmets wlib-h Ma com; union*

w.«re

hampered

them rhat death rame Ι**
fore he *i« fln.illy brmtphf to the anr
fm e.
Wltb the ompletlnn of (hi· hat «t..ρ
pl"*î the end of «nir terrible work

h»»

■

■e*-in»d near. and It wit* *|th tbespMt
of n holiday that the rtn^i f..re «·ΙΤ fx
seal from the «Ir thrift and ojtened lit·
d«w>rs of the »,«»,«. at »h,· ».,p „t t',9
man hoiat.
8lnwl| the rrrat fan nn<<«
and after In.» hour*,
MM* turned
when the Mfrty lamps no loneer de.
ted tl>e pn-etHv of grti :i lit# air
wblHl Mir out of the air *»>af?. <r«
with our hel•-autioin.lv dewrmb-d
met- laid a«l le and with the «nm(>ar
«lively t*i »4ii*t light u( our safety lamp*.
Ihe ml > t.oU on a more familiar and
le»

In a few hour*. no
lioindite ««iNft.
I· risrt-r luni|*ered by helmet* or on«li
llona of «tnoke ami p*a. we fore down
·ν
:.· |Mt>».«ce tbrougb the fall, an
·.
operation lh.it would have taken days
·*· a< «-ompllsh under the former condiThat evening
tion* with the helmets
flte superintendent'· room In the
·' i«-e
buildittp those who were In
with the imi|>* of the mine
• h tr;e.
spread Itefore them, planned the next
In the flpht and determine·]
which entries should next lie opened
and how the air currents should be led
Into them In order that the mine, tunmore

nel by tunnel and section by section,
tnight be cleared of the smoke and gas.

dozen men under the
Hoar had remained In
the mine and were tightening the stoppine* and preparing for the work of
the contint; «lay. It was nlwut 11
Meanwhile

leadership

a

of

o'clock that night when Hoar heard a
"light explosion beyond the stopping
by the air shaft. Without alarming
his men he began an Investigation,
when two more violent explosions
threatened to blow down the stopping.
I lie unexpected had a pain happened.
Stoppings once more had leaked, air
had passed into the gas filled tunnels,

ami tire still existed.
Without a second's delay the men
were hoisted from the mine, and fifteen minutes after the last man stepped from lite cape there came a sudden explosion in the mine. From the
hoisting shafts a hupe white cloud of
vapor shot up Into the night. Rut at

the air shaft the force of the explosion
was more violent, and the great dome
«<f re-enforced concrete above It fell In
a mass of crumbled wreckage, swept
back clean from the edpe of the shaft.
If was 1 o'clock when I reached the
fan house, and a «rent full moon was
staudintr hlph In the colli winter sky.
Γρ from (he square, black mouth of
the air shaft a tall, white column of
vapor rose Into the night and then,
when the mine began to breathe, dis-

and. with our hands held
Une the black hole, we could f«>el the
rush of air sucked back into the abyss.
At an Interval of about an hour following the tiret explosion there had
come a second but less violent one, and
again two hours later. \\ ben the mine
had suckc-d back sum· icut air to form
another explosive mixture, a sudden
a pa in shot out from the
hissing

appeared.

a

pufi

shaft, break in ρ into three pieces two
1- by M green oak beams that we had
laid across its mo::;h as :h.· foundation
for u seul. So sudden was the explosion that i'eter Dawson, a powerful
over oue
licpro, who was crawling out
of the beams when it occurred, was
blown a distance of over lift y feet.
We found him lyinp beside the track
beyond a siring of lx».\ cars with the
blood rutininp from a bad scalp wound.
Ills lirst words were tl .it he had been
tossed completely over the ca:s. "I
au*
seen the roofs, all white with frost
moonlight," he muttered, and the doctor later affirmed that I'etc· would have
be*?u killed when he luuded on the rail

seemed t<< Hulk-ate that the sulphur
and steam Imd done their work.
Tramp'·;·.: through the water which
Hum «ι·.» ·ι.ρ floor of the entry mid
which was now coatcd like boiled milk
witli a white .'•kin of stijphur. we reached the bottom of the air sh.ift. A few
the small door the fire
feet

beyond

which we had seen that other murniug
had burned through the props and.
the support g^iie. the roof had fallen,
deto what extent we were unable to

The work before us now
termine.
consisted in shutting off the various
entrances into the rest of the mine
which led from tnut part of the entry
in order
lying between the two shafts
that we might remove the seals from

the air shall and draw the air slowly
down the hoisting shaft through It enbottom
try and the small door at the
of the escapement in the air shaft and
the air
up to the top again through
shaft, thus creating an actual air zone
In the mine reclaimed from the gas and

smoke.

Photo by bureau of mines.

For ten long days the work continued. so slowly and so laboriously that
It was sometimes hard to see the end
of our labors. Hampered by the weight
and bulk of the helmets and panting
when our exertions caused our lungs
to demand more air than the regulating valves could supply, we erected six
stoppings of matched boards and cantunvas over the mouths of the various
and
nels which led off from 11 entry,
with our bare hands mixed plaster aud
smeared the cracks and edges until (he
etopplfigs were tight. Then came the
last and hardest stopping of all. for
oue had to be built across the entry
which It
Just beyond the air shaft, for
was necessary to carry all the material
—lumber, saws, hammers, metal lath
aud sacks of plaster—up the entry to
the fall and then over the hazardous

pass and down into the smoke and

Miner, With Light on Cap,
Filling Cartridge With Powder.

Careless

if lie had not hit on bis bead.

•aiivas,

[TO

BE

CUNTINUKU·]

your overcoat.

opening In the
stopping that we might go through and
as I
piaster the opposite side, and
crawled back from doing this work
and twisted
my helmet struck sharply

Making It Right.
First lawyer Don't you think we are
giving our client unnecessary trouble?
Second lawyer Yes, bat we can charge
him for

on

a

that should a man become unconsclom
through a leak In his helmet It wouk

down with clay, above

The Inevitable.
rhete Is ιιυ good In arguing with the
Inevitable The only argument available with au east wind is to put on

wa-

a!
my head for a second,
little gas to leak In between
lowing
the washers. A minute later as I rosi
to my feet a dizziness seized me, and
calling to my two helpers, we startet'
for the hoisting shaft. We all realized

packed

theiu.
man
The damage nt the top of the
the
lK»ist luid lweu slight, and only
doors on the house above it had been
For the
iilown from their fastenings.
:! Ird lime till* shafts were sealed.

ter on the other side.
We had left a little

sideways

A hun-

dred men wore now working in tho
moonlight. and in half an hour two
mon* of tin* great beams were placed
and
across the shaft mouth and planks

Itj

Man ts the only animal that know·
nothing, that can learn nothing, without being taught.—IMIny.

I

That which Is sin in the field la death
In the harvest
,
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invitation is extended.

Greenwood.
Since every number of some of the
daily papers says something about the
weather, we claim the right to the same,
at least once a week, if worth mention-

ing

Colby.

OLD COLLEGE HAS COMPLETED
DRE I)

Monday morning Misa Lucia Weed
went to Boston. M lu Weed baa enheraelf to a large circle of friend*
THE DOINOS OF THE WEEK IN ALL deared
during her ataj here and she will be
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
much missed.
Monday afternoon the funeral of Lawrence Smith was held at the home of his
Parts Hill.
aunt, Mrs. Frank Williamson on Mason
First Baptist Church, Bev. G. W. F. Π111, ρωtor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. Street
Sunday School at li. Sabbath evenl«g service
Wednesday tbe body of Mrs. Arvilla
at 7 JP.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at Brown, a former resident of Betbel, was
Covenant Meeting the laat Friday before
7 30.
All brought berefor burial in the family lot.
the 1st Sunday of the month at 3 M p. m.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Tuesday evening a benefit was given
L. B. Merrill baa team· hauling feld- under the auspices of the I. O. 0. F.,
consisting of moving pictures followed
spar to the station.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Cole were at J. by a dance.
Tuesday Miss Libby anc Miss Foes of
B. Cole's over Sunday.
Arthur Shaw was at home from Au- Norway were at the Van acudio to photography the basket ball teams and the
burn Sunday.
Fred Sbaw was at Lewlston the past boys who attended the boys' conference
in Portland.
week.
Feb. 22, a birthday party was given
Hon. Edward L. Parris of New York,
was here a few days laat week, Thursday Ke*. B. F. Fiokett at the pleasant home
being the ninety-ninth birthday of his of Mr. and Mrs. Ira Jordan. A birthday
mother, Mrs. Columbia Parris. At poem written by Miss Addie Gordon was
present botb Mrs. Parris and her daugh- read and several original papers written
ter, Miss Helen D. Parr a are ill with by some of the ladies of the church
heavy colds and bave a nurse in attend- Light refreshments were served and
ance.
many good wishes extended to the pasCharles L. Shaw of Auburn was the tor.
Judge A. E. Heirick w.ii in Augusta
guest of relatives here one day the past
and went from there to Brunswick to atweek.
Several inche* of snow fell laat week tend the funeral of Profe«eor Henry L.
and the rain on Saturday settled and Chapman.
Word has been received from Newark,
fastened it down so 'hat good sleighing
N. J. of the sudden death of Major Adelprevails just at present.
Mrs. M. C. Snow is here, and is witb bert Twitched at the age of 77. Mijor
Twitcbell has two sisters living in BethMrs. J. C. Cummings.
The Baptist Circle will meet in Cum- el, Mrs. E. C. Chamberlain and Mrs.
mings Hall Tuesday evening. There Horatio Upton.
The winter term of Gould Academy
will be a baked bean supper, followed
The usual will close next Friday for a recess of ten
a short entertainment.

by
general

Wonderful Light.

historical Sketch of

THE OXFORD BEARS.

A

HCX-

YEARS.

W atkrvili.r, Maine, March 1.
Thursday, Feb 27, was the one hundredth anniversary of Colby College,
which was brought into existence by the
act of the M.issachuset s legislature on
Feb. 27, 1S1:J. granting a charter to the
Maine Literary and Theological Institu-

tion.
This charter was granted only after
perseverance and energetic action on the
part of the promoters, for there were
many at the time who thought that one
college, the infant institution at Brunswick, soon after to foster Longfellow
for the
and Hawthorne, was enough
"district of Maine."
the
of
the
charter
com
efforts
In 1812,
mit'ee, who were a committee appointed
by the Baptist associations of the state,
were fruitless, and the charter was granted in 1813 only on condition that the in
stitution should not give collegiate de
It is for this reason that the
olby trustees decided not to celebrate
tbe anniversary, preferring to wait until
1920, one hundred years after the newly
formed state of Maine empowered the
college to confer degrees.
The name was changed from Maine
Literary and Theological Institution to
Waterville College in 1S21, and i»» 1807,
to C >lby University.
In 1890, it became

?rees.

Colby College.

After tbe charter was granted, five
years elapsed before the work of Instruc
tion actively commenced at Waterville.
They were not years of inactivity, but
were spent in securing from the state the
township of land donated by the act of
incorporation, in deciding upon a suitable location, and in endeavoring to obtain
further state aid. In 1815, Massachusetts granted land for the college near
Argyle, Maine, about 15 miles above
Bangor on the Penohscot River. This
was then almost a wilderness, and in 1816
the legislature empowered the trustees
to locate the institution elsewhere than
on the
township specified. In 1817,
Waterville was chosen as tbe site. The
first professors elec'ed were Rev. K.
Jeremiah Chaplin and Rev. Irah Chase,
tbe latter declining the position of professor of languages.
Repeated attempts to secure further
grants of land from tbe state were unsuccessful.
Tbe
Massachusetts
solans
thought one college sufficient for the
in
the northsparsely inhabited section
ern part of tbe commonwealth, and said
so in a lengthy committee report.
They
added that all state grants should go to
the college already established.
The college was opened, and instruction commenced bv Professor Chaplin on
July 6, 1818, in a house standing where
the Elm wood hotel is now situated.
In
May, 1819, there were 17 s'udents. Tuition was 3-4 (K) a quarter;
board was
obtained for $1.00 a week, and wood for
a
cord.
31.50
The theological department of the college was of short duration. The first
triennial catalogue, issued in 1825, gives
the names of 15 graduates in theology
No record of any other students in this
department appears in subsequent triennials.
In tbe 40 years up to the time of tbe
Civil war, the college went through many
dark periods, suffering often from lack
of money, but financial relief was forthcoming in each instance, and hundreds
graduated. In 1840, a public subscrip
tion was taken for the college, about
$50,000 being raised in this manner.
With the comiug of the war, the number of tl>e students was greatly lessened,
owing to enlistments iu the army. In
1S»J4 5, there *«λ only
02
undergraduates. With the invested fuuds of
the college reduced to Î15.000 and rapidly growing less, the outlook was dark
But the dawn of a brighter day was approaching. Gard uer Colby of Boston,
who bad spent part of his childhood in
Waterville, offered 950,000 if the frieuds
En
of the college could raise ?100,000.
tbusiasro brought results; this sum was
two
realized in
year*. It was in gratitude for his gifts, which later amounted
to f200,000, that tbe name of the College
was charged to Colby University.
Memorial Hall, erected to the memory
of the 20 Colby men who trave their lives
in the Civil war, was one of the first college memorial buildirgg for the war
heroes in kids country. It was dedicated in 1809.
Since that time, several
buildings have been phced on the
campus, and the scope of instruction
has been mnch enlarged. In 1871, young
women were admitted on tbe same terms
as young men.
And Colby has gained an honored position among the colleges of the nation
Here and There.
Λ Urge number of modern appliances and device# are In reality quite ueeleee— merely com·
lieraome and expfnutv··—hut few persona have
the courage to say so. The mother» of a Methodist ρ irith to Evanst<>o, 111., ran agaln«t one of
the>«e u*eleM devices the other dav, and «aid so.
They went to a service and found that arrangement* had t*en made for checking bablc> In the
have the ba
anteroom. They were willing t
ble* care·! for durlcg the meeting, but they told
the attendant* that check* were η >t needed, as
each one wa< perfectly capable of recognUIng
tier own child.—Ex.

A few weeks ago it was said the Hudson Hiver was a
failure for ice on account of the warm winter, but siuce
then there has been quite an amount of
zero weather here, aud we are curious
to know what it has done, if anything,
f r that river, whose upper waters are as
far north as Pari*.
That four inches of snow which fell
Saturday and the following night was a
Hue thing for the wood haulers, who are
using it to the best of their ability,
knowing it is almost March, and that the
sledding is liable to fail at any time.
Frank Brooks, who was on the sick
list much of the time last winter, is in a
similar condition again, and his doctor
tell·· him he must quit work and take the
best of care of himself or suffer the consequences
Jerry Farrar bought the Thomas
Ureeo place some time ago, and is now
hauling lumber there for building the
comiog spring.
Mrs A. S. Brooke thanks her friends
for the shower of postcards wbicti she
received recently; she says they are fine
aud well appreciated.
A S. brooks attended the funeral of
his brother. Rev. C. A. Brooke, at Sooth
Portland Tuesday, accompanied by his
son Ernest.
Harold King fell from a load of wood
while in transit, striking bis wrist on a
stub which penetrated an inch or more.
It was extracted without much trouble
and the wound is healed.
Another one of those four-inch storms
so common this month, has just passed
over, and all are glad it was snow instead of rain.
Xo τητβ locals from this quarter until
next March.
North Paris.
Mrs. Emily F. Field baa bought the
Adney Tuell stand at West Parie fc-r oc-

''rbe barrel mill

ie abut down for tbe

^

Morris Tracy is at home irom bie
work at Sootb Parle.
A number from here attended the
minstrel show at West Paria Thursday
and Friday nights and report a fine time.
Keith Field ia working in the Paris
Manufacturing Co.'s mill at Weet I *ris.
Cbas. Hemingway of South Parie
'going to open the blacksmith shop here.
Mise Ora E. Field ha. her incubator
running with some over one hundred

CMis8

Ada Gibbs, who is in the hospital
at Lewiston for treatment, is not gaining
as her friends wish.
School in the North Parle district
closed Feb. 21, and Mis» Hodgdon returned to her home iu Boothbay for the
five weeks' vacation. Miss Hodgdon is
popular amoug her scholars and has
created much interest in the school
work.

Welch ville.
Mrs. I.ucretia, wife of David Staples,

died Feb. 22d from bronchial pneumonia.
Mrs. Sup!··- w*s born
in Meredith,
Ν U in 1843, and was the daughter of
Enoch and Eliza Plnkham.
was married to David Staples of Welchville, and that place has since been her
home
Mrs. Saples was a
dev°ted
member of the C. A. church at Oxford,
her
;,nd
beautiful Christian character
won for her many friends.
David .Mathe
ples,
husband, suivives.
,
School has closed for a two weeks
vacation.
Jouathan Tobie and Mrs. Lizzie Frye
are on the sick list.
, ,
Miss Floreuce Hunting
ie
visiting
friends in Waterford.

Inl^,b0

_

w,

Denmark.
M re. Α. H Jones is very sick with
bronchitis and a bad heart.
Mrs. Greeley True is very sick at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Alien. Mrs.
Allen is also very poorly.
Rev. Oscar Peterson of Brownfield
eave a ver? interesting lecture at Odd
Kel lows' Hall Wedm*d:iy evening with
illustrated pictures of Through the Land
i»f the Midnight Sun, aud the Home of
his Boyhood. A tine i-upper was served
by the ladies of the Congregational
church.
_.
The two last enow sarins have made
the loggers happy.

Fast Sumner.
Winslow J. Heald of lleald's Camps,

Oquoasuc, wasfciu
calliug

town

a

day

or

two

relauvea last week.
Wilmer Bradeeo has gone to Houlton
to viait his sister, Mrs. Clytie DeCoater.
Owing to uncertainty of trains on the
R A A line, he went by the C. P. route.
Union Grange by invitation visited
Buck field Orange Saturday, March 1st.
Moun'ain Grange, North Bnckfield, and
Uuckfield Grauge are invned to visit
Union Grange, East Sumner, on the last
Saturday in March.
About this time 27 years ago waa
Maine's eight-day blizzard, the memory
of which is still freah in the minds of
many. Gee, wasn't It a corker.
on

Mason.

Bom, Feb. 20, to the wife of J. A.
McKenzie, a daughter.

Mrs. Warren Martin and daughter of
Harriaon came to see her father and
mother last week.
Bennie S. Tyler and lady friend, Elsie
Abbott, of Portland, are visiting at hi·
home for a abort time.
Ellery Mills of Lewiston visited hie
Doubtless, but wu the check room
sister. Bessie Mills, the last of tbe week.
manager perfectly capable of recognizA. J Hutchinson waa in North Watering all the mothers? The check isn't ford
Friday.
useless after all.
D. W. Cushing, Ε. H. Morrill, A. J.
Hutchinson and F. I. Bean were in Auon business.
Senator Stearus of Oxford baa intro- gusta Tuesday
Mrs. T. E. Weatleigh is working for J.
duced a salutary measure in the legislaA. McKenzie for a few days.
ture, which will allow of no marriage
I Bessie Mills is not so well.
being performed without the five day·'
Allan Walker is throngh work for E.
notloe now required of residents. For
H. Morrill.
s<>me years it has been the case that residents of the state, in order to be marEast Bethel.
ried, must tile their intentions Ave days
25 W. Bartlett attended the K. of P.
before receiving a licence. The law was
meeting at Portland Tuesday, Feb. 25.
Interpreted to mean that this notice was
Mr and Mrs. Harry Bartlett of Berlin
not required of non-residents,
and so vialted relatives here last week.
Maine has been a Gretna Green for
Mrs. George Blake of Maiden, Mass.,
Massachusetts couples, who could come is the
gueai of relatives here.
Into one of the southwestern Maine
Mrs. Etta Bartlett is spending several
their
license
and
be
married
towns, get
week» with her sons in Massachusetts.
the same day—and there were plenty of
Mias Elsie Bartlett has gone to Cammen looking for business in that line.
bridge, Ma»*., the guest of her sister,
The matter had got to be a petty scan- Mrs. David
Gaw, and family.
dal, and the bill which will do away with
Ζ W. Bartlett recently sold his portait ought to be parsed. Maine ia already ble mill which was moved to
Upton by
guilty of manufacturing too much trouble Douglass and Leonard of Newry and O.
for other atatee.
B. Farwell of this place, taking 18 horsea
in all. Messrs. Dolllver, Douglass and
Professor Henry Lelaod Chapman, the Leeman of Massachusetts came to assist
oldest member in point of service of the In moving tbe mill, and accompanied it
Bowdoin College faculty, died on Mon- to Upton, where they will operate, and,
day. Professor Chapman was born in build a large modern summer cottage at |
Bethel in
but soon after moved Pine Point, near Lake Lmbagog, for

1854,

with his parents to Portland. He waa a
much loved member of the Bowdoin

faculty.

Wert ParU.

Bethel.

Boston parties.
Born Feb. 27, to Mr. and Mr·.

Harrington,

a

daughter.

Iva

Doria, the eighteen month· old

Mr. and Mr·. William Pratt
of Pioneer St., died from diphtheria
Thursday night. The ohlld had a very
bad type of diphtheria, and Dr. Webber
of Lewiaton was called In consultation

daughter of

a local physician, and everything
possible done, but nothing relieved

with

the little aufferer.

No funeral service

held and the bonae la quarantined. Mr. and Mra. Pratt have the deep
aympatby of the community.
was

The miustrels presented their program

Tbnraday and Friday eveningaat Orange
Hall to very large audiences. ▲ great
deal of time and eoergy bad been spent
in rehearsing and the management are
rewarded with a good amount of proceed·.

Mr. E. D. Stilwell has been Very ill
the past week but is more comfortable at this writing. Mr. Stilwell
has a trained nurse. Hia daughter, Mrs.
Albert Bowker of Dummer, Ν. H., came
Tburaday to epend a few days with him.
A. R. Tuell bas sold the place wbtob
be occupied before purchasing the Jackson stand to Mrs. Ernest Field of North
Paris. Mrs. Field and family expect to
take possession early in the spring.
Mise Emma Thurston of Newry was
the guest a few days of last week of MMs
Laura Barden.
Miss Florence Hildreth spent Saturday
and Sunday at her home at York Beach.
Mrs. Oscar Swift of Sumner was the
guest Friday night of Mrs. H. W. Duoham, coming to attend the minstrels.
Harold Dunham was at home from

during

Highest and Lowest Pointe.
The maximum difference In elevation
of land in the United Statee ia 14,777
Geofeet, aooording to the United Statee the
logical Sprvey. Mount Whitney, sea
bigbeet point, li 14,501 feet abovei> 276
level, ana η point in Death Valley
feet below sea level. These two point*,
which are both in California, are le»s
ie
than 90 milei apart. Thia difference
with the
Neither will the making of anaeemly email, however, aa compared
rises
noise· with tbe mouth eradicate vanity figures of Aaia. Mount Everest
whereaa the
from the heart of an Idiotic woman, and 29,003 feet above aea level
feet bebesides it i·, I mlatrast, an abomination ahorea of the Dead Sea are 1,290
low aea level, a total difference in land
in tbe algbt of tbe Lord.
Everest
Tbe prinolpal reason for tbe wholesale heights of 90,292 feet- Mount
slaughter of the robin is the growing baa never been climbed.
The greatest ocean depth yet found is
habit of gluttony among the wealthy
40 mllea
people of oar large cities, who ought to 32,088 feet, at a point about
in the
know better, and ought to know that Id north of the ialand of Mindanao,
bottom
time tbe robin dinners will prove more Phillippiae Islands. The ooean
than
costly than that celebrated feast where at this point ia therefore more
the stewed tongues of ten thousand 111-2 milea below the summit of Mount
nightingales were an important feature. Evereat.
In

What Destroys the Songbirds.
John:—
Ton aaked me to swear, good sad
bard, «bout the wanton deatruotlon of
If 700 bad known bow long
oar bird·.
and prayerfully I bad tried that remedy
withont helping the case, yon wonld not
bave naked me. Swearing will not
change the heart of tbe wicked, nor will
profanity tarn a fool into wisdom's ways;

In winter the robin-roost· extend for
many miles along tbe mountain ranges
of Virginia and North Carotins. Here
by mesne of nets and torohes tbey are
gathered at night by the ton, and shipped to tbe cities,Washington, Baltimore,
Philadelphia, New York—and even cultured Boston does not hesitate to take
part in this unholy feast, compared with
which the orgies of Belshszzar were innocent affairs. Why not stop tbe slaughter by national legislation, as tbey are
tbe nation's property and hence the nation would have jurisdiction? Does anybody expect a noble senator of these
United States, with bis fat paunch full
of the broiled bodies of these little innoColby College over Sunday.
Androscoggin Lodge, I. O. 0. F. of cents, to trouble himself much about
Auburn will visit West Paris Lodge Sat- protecting them? So it is with tbe bobthe
urday evening, March 8th, and will work olink that in Its migrations becomes
days.
reaches the rice fields
Mr. Edmund Clark has been visiting the first degree on seven candidates, rice-bird when it
coming to West Paris by special train. of the Carolines,—later tbe reed-bird
bis mother, Mrs. Angelia Clark.
Alabama
Mr. W. A. Bunting of Yarmouthviile A bauquet will follow the work. All when it reaches Mississippi,
members of West Paris Lodge are re- and Louisiana, where the fish-pole reeds
was in town Friday.
grow, and on the seeds of which they
The seats for the Chapman concert quested to attend.
become so fat as scarcely to be able to
are nearly all sold even now.
Buckfleld.
fiy. Here in February and March the
Judge Herrick has been appointed to
for the market goes on apace
attend tbe Peace Congress
Mrs. A. S. Holland baa been in Port- slaughter
their departure for
The academy wiil close March C, and land with her daughter, Mre. Gertrude and continues until
in April or May.
tbe
North
March
18th.
reopen
Blair, for a visit, returning Monday.
But the bright plumaged little songDied in Portland Mrs. Arvilla, widow
Mrs. E. L. Gardner went to Watersters that nobody eats, what of them?
of tbe late Charles Brown.
ville Friday fora visit with her daughter,
Time was when a taint of savagery, a
Mre. Eugene Vaughn.
lingering love for barbaric display in tbe
and
KIDDLE INTERVALE.
Μπ».
J.
C.
and
Mr.
Witbington
heart of gentle woman, was tbe sole
Mrs.
week
end
with
the
Joke to laugh at:—"After Mr. Lincoln Constance spent
In darkest
cause of their destruction.
in
Portland.
relatives
began wearing a beard, one of hie old Withington's
Africa this love of showy attire is exembeen
Portland
has
of
HoHand
Henry
Springfield friends, a lady of some local
of the jungle puts
for plified, when tbe belle
prominence, went to call on Mr. and with his brother, Mr. A. S. Holland,
on all ber company clothes, consisting of
Mrs. Lincoln at tbe White House, and a few days, returning home Saturday.
of copper anklets and a bone ring
W. H. Bridgbam has been in Portland a pair
being one of those plain epoken women,
in her nose, to attend a pink tea or a
blurted out, "Ob, Mr. Lincoln, I don't and Boston the past week on a business
of roasted captives from some
like your face now." "Neither do I," trip, acid has purchased a light truck to supper
tribe. Not an elaborate
answered Mr. Lincoln promptly, "but use in bis water business this summer. neighboring
be sure, or one that would
Mrs. W. M. Kicker and Barbara went costume, to
just think how much less there la to
but it
tu Sabattus Saturday morning, returning hide prominent physical defeots,
look at when I wear a beard."
is all tbe poor girl has and she is proud
Blanche Kimball has a cat whose name Monday.
Mr. aDd Mrs. Lewis Irish of Rumford of it.
is Spot)ie.—Here is her acrostic on it:
Here, formerly it announced ire preswere witb Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Irish over
Such a nice little klttv !
ence by appearing In public with the
Prettily he elnge a ditty.
Sunday.
of a better looking bird
or
Ο, I love to hear him elnjr
George Eastman was at home from wings bodythe
To my dollle, cunning '.hlng.
beadKear of thee weetPeru
over
Sunday.
To me he will play and run ;
wearer.
Mrs. Elizabeth Irish and daughter faced but savage-hearted
I play too an<l have such fun ;
But our own American women have at
Every letter here—now I'm clone.
Elizabeth went to Boston Tuesday mornmoet Ρ"*- Anally become
Seth Walker and son' went down to ing fora visit with friends.
a
0f common sense,
their farm and woodlot Feb. 27.
Mrs. Lydia A. Baker died suddenly of mbued with grain
are no
Charles Eames and wife have been to heart disease at the borne of her brother, the feathers of song-birds
bave resorted to
Rumford Point and up Sunday River.
A. S. Beesey Monday morning aged sev- fashionable, and they
their bats
for
Snow—almost rain—tbe 27th of Feb- enty-nine years. Tbe funeral was beld the use of ribbon flowers
it is a pit?
Mr. Bessy's home Wednesday with such artistic success,
from
ruary.
were not oompelied to think it out
Carey Stevens is cutting and hauling morning, and tbe body taken to LewishaTe yet am°ng us to
wood from the old Holt farm.
ton for burial. Mrs. Baker was tbe
a Central AmerMrs. B. W. Kimball of Betbel Hill has widow of the late Shubal Baker, who be deplored the aigrette,
which puts it
been a recent guest of Carey Stevens and was killed by the steam cars near the ican product, the cost of
the reach of any person of averLewiston fair grounds some three years beyond
family.
age means.
We are sorry to bear that D. M. Kim- ago.
The real cause of all this destruction
ball is sick.
MHe Josephine Shearman of Portland
the world
Maud Russell has employment at Han- bas been the guest of Miss Sadie Spauld- of the most beautiful life in
was mainly the sordid commercialism of
over.
ing for a week.
who employed his
H. M. Osgood is helping Harold PowThe dance at Xezinscot Hall Thursday the man-milliner,
hunters, in winter, to ravers haul birch from tbe Walker place to evening was well
attended, and the
e™P·· But when
Betbel Hill. Earl Dutton also is hauling backers bad to be assessed only forty
he attention of our American women
cents each to make up tbe required
wood, and Phon Bean. All are buey.
was called to this terrible work the great
Some nice ice bas been harvested by amount.
denied themthe farmers here from the Androecoggin
School boys fooling on tbe corner majority °f them promptly
plea8ure ot wearing these
River.
broke the large show window in Morrill
hr
and tbe wholesale dealW. A. Bragg, onr Grand Union sales- & Cole's store Thursday afternoon.
0f ^°0(la
be'Dg fMt put
Miss Ethel Robinson of Peru has been
man, is expected here again March 4th,
°<
U
nnf
I do not believe, John,
Tuesday, which he says is hie regular visiting Miss Clara Witbington for a few out of business.
,n tweD,y of our educated
day.
days. Miss Robinson and Miss Witbingπ
in the country
A. M. Carter was at homo over Sunday. ton attended tbe play "Milestones" at and well informed women
wonld a,,0w a bird to be
Clarke Caswell is boarding in the vil- Lewiston Wednesday evening.
?
But
adornment.
Tbe remains of J. Addison Shaw, who Killed for her personal
lage.
here !n opportunity for
died suddenly in Hartford, were placed
to their former
West Bethel.
in the receiving tomb here Friday.
nn„ κ
the highways and byThe debate between Buckfleld high numbers and fill
"March, In thy reign of blast and storm,
is more than
Smiles many a long, bright, sunny day,
school and South Paris high school Fri- ways with their song again,
When the changed winds are soft and warm,
lost In another direction by the operation
day evening resulted in a victory for the
And heaven put» on the blue of May.
that never
Buck field boys. The question was "Re- of tbe same commercialism
Then sing aloud the gushing rill·,
the other fellow
in joy that they again am free.
That United States Senators cares what becomes of
solved,
And brightly leaping down the hllle
it thrives. The millions of
should be elected by direct vote of the bo long as
Kenew their journey to the sea."
dollars invested in the manufacture of
bad
tbe
and
the
Buckfield
boys
people,"
for them
affirmative. A sociable followed the deoff maehiηery and poison
"The harvest fields lie bleak and brown
to distribute everywhere that a songbird
bate.
Beneath the winter snows;
d°D t °*Γβ h°W ma°y blrde
There le no breath of violet,
Locke s mills.
No fragrance of the rose;
they
Of birds or brooks no roundelays—'
0,1,1 employ
Miss Blanche Bryant of Norway was in
Ο weary days!
low degree to recom°
town over Sunday.
°,°
Yet somewhere, In her sweet content,
Gertrude Engleman has been quite mend it and make tbe business thrive.
Spring wal β God's lovlnx call,
Tou ask me If the use of the insect
sick with the grippe.
And sets her buds, unquestioning,
Elizabeth Swift is visiting her aunt, trap accounts for your having cleaner
Since He Is over all ;
Beneath the snows that fall to-day
Mrs. Carroll Brewster, of Lewiston, for fruit than usual? I don't know. I do
Sleep blooms of May."
know however, that tbe report to that
a few weeks.
Town meetings, but no excitement in
The "Awkward Squad" and the True effect is unanimous wherever it was
Blue Club met with Mr. and Mrs. Arthur used, and the report this spring is, that
Bethel.
nests of any consequence
0
The crew in the mill here ia growing Stowell Monday night, and formed a
smaller.
whist club which is to meet every two can be found in orchards where it was io
the fliRht of thie Peet,
H.
Estes
Richard
of Rumford was in weeks.
this village Wednesday.
Mrs. Elmer Cummings is sick and her while in adjoining and nearby orchards
Old wells are becoming dry, and many friends gave her a post card shower Fri- where it was not employed they are
water pipes are frnzen.
quite as numerous as a year ago. Auk
day.
William A. Bragg of the Grand Union
Mis. Abbie Traek and Lola Foster en- your neighbor Charles Maxim about it
UHe 0Γ*'ηΚ' John, a better
Tea Co. was in this village Tuesday and tertained Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stowell
Thursday.
understanding will come some time
Sunday.
Mrs. Clara Abbott, who has been carMiss Edith Cross was a week-end guest even if it comes too late: When we
find ourselves being ground almighty
ing for her mother, Mrs. Daniel Morrill, at J. C. Littlefield's.
W. P. Kittredge of Portland was in hue between the upper and nether mill·
during her illness, has returned to her
home.
when the insect pesta have multown Tuesday and Wednesday of last
March has been called "the month of week.
plied to numbers sufficient to doaW
aDd when, without
snow drifts, aud of bleak and boisterous
Nellie Dudley and Mildred Chapman
birde' we can DO ™ore
weather," so it is best to be prepared for visited friende at West Paris last week.
the worst.
Guy Coffin of Mechanic Falls was in control them than we can the tides of
Those who had expected to sell hard town a few days recently.
the ocean. I would rather hear you
wood for six dollars per cord are now
sing, ι know you can and you must, for
Albany.
we have a great country notwithstanding
glad tc find chances to deliver the same
for four dollars.
Mrs. O. J. Cross is better of her cold, the foolishness that is in It. Sing
β
It has become a common occurrence and Mr. Cross is poorly, able to sit up this wise:
for mail trains to be delayed several only part of the time.
th?1 beckoned our fathers
u>*
hours by freight cars leaving the rails
Mrs. Eva Morrill and eon Edwin drove
To come to their strongholds from far ovrr
lands
the
between stations.
out after Mr. Morrill Saturday,
and Forsaking
Elbert Briggs goes to Gilead this week called on Miss Estella Bean.
To hew from their forests a home of the free.
to run a dowel machine in Leighton's
Miss Florence Wheeler and Miss Esbountiful bosoms
will
and
move
his
tella
Bean
with
household
Mrs.
Cora
mill,
spent Friday
goods
u7h?ee
of a primeval soil
leliled the wealth
to that village as soon as Lie can secure a Sawin at North Waterford.
8* °' ^od's gifts to his people
urUfi
rent.
Eli Stearns of Bethel was at L. J.
W hlle welcoming hither those grim eons of toll.
February gave us more clouds than Andrews1 and J. K. Wheeler's packing
of the prairies that through untold arc*
Sing
sunshine, but no heavy fall of snow. apples Saturday.
Had garnered the gold of the re.I
Winter is still with us, and the roads
D. H. Spearing has been in town look"""tinted,
To reward the worn to'itr for labor done.
are in floe condition for
for a cow.
and

mÛ 1ί®
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fu

fhe afin»
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sleighing

lumbering business.

Bryant's

~

East Waterford.

E. Mclutire is now gaining
rapidly, being able to sit np a part of the
time. The trained nurse went last week,
and Mm. Chas. Beckler of Albany has
been caring for her since. Mrs. Gertie
Yonng works for her.
Loren Brown of Rochester, Ν. H.,
called on his niece, Mrs. S. S. Hall, the
22d.
Fred Kilgore is living in Bisbeetown
this winter, where be Is getting out timber and operating a mill.
Alice Miller is visiting in Massachusetts.

Qeorgie Miller is not well, and is at
home for a time.
Elsie V. Sanderson has a position in a
store in Readfield as bookkeeper and

stenographer.
Tbe Independent Workers

will meet at
the sohool house March 5th. There will
be a baked bean sapper.

Brownfield.
J. L. Prink is

critically ill.

Torrewfnïteh«.gnUD,.ln.iniea8Ure

hwvcT.nn

On account of the storm the dance at
wboee reeoDant voices
8
the Town Huuse was postponed until
P°Wer m,det the val,e7· and
March
1st. Several new
Saturday,
InlUbles sweet as the songs of children
dresses appeared on that occasion.
Wii!!e
Were the soothing gift of the myriad rills.

sfn™?e.i,Viers·

Pond.

George L. Cushman is in Augusta
this week attending the legislative session.
Mock graduation this week for tbe
benefit of the high school.
Eli Noyés has purchased the stand on
the Paris road owned by Mrs. Abbie Russell.
Mrs. Lena Cnmmings has been quite
ill the past week, also Mrs. Emily McCritlis.
Tbe Qriffin family has moved from the
Littlefield farm to a tenement in the village owned by James Parnom.
Benjamin R. Billings is visiting in
New York City.
Elsie Cushman, who bas been the
gne»t of C. T. Parker in Qrafton, returned home this week.
Charles B. Brooks went to South
Portland Tuesday to attend the funeral
of his son, tbe Rev. C. A. Brooks.
Mrs. L.

ing

His

daugh-

ter, Mrs. Linna Prink Allen, of Portland,
is caring for him.
Ernest Prink of Portland visited his

father Monday.
The Masons bad a big time Wednesday evening at Odd Pellowa1 Hall.
We are having quite a little snow
storm.
Mrs. Pitch and Mrs. Ham are on the
1
Daoa sick list. There is a great deal of sickness in town.

hill»,

depths, where so deeply imbedded
Norway Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Wood, of Sabattu*,
8 Pr,w"e" In value and silver
goldT
and their children, Edith and Margaret,
were at Asa Frost's from the 22d to the 8
irom ocean to ocean
world
we4lth
24th.
Donald Partridge visited bis mother a
t,rcleee devotion
Wara
a,Dd
few days recently.
The blood of our sires sealed forever to you
Ε. T. Dunn and family have moved to
Scott.
Alpine Street In Norway.
Virgil Dunn of the new firm will move Underground Waters a Necessity.
into the house bought of Elmer Dann.
The importance of underground waters to residents in humid sections is ilHebron.
lustrated by the fact that 75 per oent of
Dr. Tilden gave the last of hie course the
population in Michigan are directly
of illustrnted lectures Sunday evening.
dependent for water upon the underMrs. J. D. Sturtovant is visiting her
ground supply. Another investigation
son, Fred Stortevant.
of 10 counties in north central Indiana
M re. A. E. George went to the Central indicates the vital relation that
ground
Maine General Hospital Monday for water bears to
daily life. Of 54 comtreatment.
munities in these 19 counties having
The Olympic Quartette from the
public supplies, 45 use wells alone and 3
White Entertainment Bureau of Boston, others use both stream4 and wells. The
a
gave concert here Tuesday evening.
urban population is therefore largely deThere was a reception at Atwood Hall
pendent upon the subsurface supplies,
28th.
Friday evening,
and the rural population depends almost
On Saturday Professor Field and Proentirely upon them. It is estimated that
fessor Dwyer went to Brunawick to at- in Florida
750,000,000 gallons of ground
tend the T. M. C. A. oonventlon, being
waters are used daily for town and coungone three days.
try domestic supplies, while an additionPrincipal Sargent is away for a few al 11,500,000 gallons are used by oities
this
week.
days
and 500,000,000 gallons for the irrigation
The missionary meeting will be at of
tobacco, ottrus fruits and vegetables.
Mrs. Oilman's this Thursday afternoon. One-half of the
irrigation and the greater part of the city supplies in southern
Joseph Areenault was found frozen to California, amounting to more than 800,death Tuesday
morning on Brassna 000,000 gallons daily, are drawn from the
lake, near Rook wood. As near as can sands and gravels that underlie the valbe learned, he oame across the lake with
leys, while in central California a smallother men and returned late in the even- er but nevertheless
important draft is
ing alone, and it is supposed he became made upon the same source. It is probexhausted and died of exposure. He able that it would be safe to
apply perwas 10 years old and bad been employed
centages but slightly less than that deas cook at a camp.
He leaves hie par- termined in the State of
Michigan to the
ents.
entire United States, and to state that
nearly 75 per oent of our population deHaving been appointed by the Home pends directly upon underground waters.
Supply Co. as agent for the distribution
[From Water-Supply Paper 234, Unitand sale of their burners, I will say I ed States
Geological Survey.
have thoroughly teated these burners,
and they are a wonder, and valuable
Don't Get All Bub Dow·,
light, easy to the eyes and make reading Weak and miserable. If yon have kidney or
and sewing more like day than other- bladder troable, headache, pains In the back,
wise. There U no odor or amoke, and it feel tired all over and want a pleasant herb remedy, try Mother Grmy's ABOKATIC-LEiT.
saves both oil and oleanlng of chimneys. Asa tonic laxative It has no
equal. All Drngglats,
A du rée*,
This is a patent, bat no humbug, and 60c. Ask today.
Sample FREE.
6-0
the saving soon paya the cost. I can The Mother Gray Co., Le Hoy»X. T.
supply any one wanting promptly. Try There'» nothing so sood for a sore throat as
one or more on your lamps.
Dr. Thornaa' Eclectic Oil. Curea It In a few
hours. Believes any pain In any part.
H. G. Bbowx.

aid

T?nm.the H?d'th,t

neveikncrUrCleee

^

do that those who
purchase
early get the first choice and at the same time are first to
have a SPRING SUIT. Appearance of dress means a great
deal in this age.

figure, and object to the high
prices necessarily charged by
email tailors, let us send your
measure to

Ed. V. Price & Co.
in tKc world of
GOOD mide-to-order clothe*

Ltrfcit tailor·

ll deliver
will afford

The suit

we

you

ever

enjoyed

cost

will he

no-

ticeably mod'
eat. Maywc

or

'have

your

F. H.

Noyes Co.,

Paris,

South

Norway.

(2 store*)

Neponset Paroid Roofing.

$12.50

STED SUITS

$16.50

Made of good quality Storm Serge,

shield*,
corded silk, sat.n

collar trimmed with

coat

Made of excelleut quality
raateriil.

The material is so pretty that it
m»kei ι
and fancy button·, caffs trimmed to corvery dressy suit, mannish tailored, lined
skirt.
cut
desirable
respond; very
with peau-de-cygoo eilk ; skirt with
in-

IMPORTED FRENCH
SUITS

SERGE

laid

pleats.

IMPORTED DUGO-

Special $15.00

NAL WORSTED SUITS

$18.00

lining,
pearl buttons,
moire silk and pearl

has

The coat bas Tkinner satin
with smoke

fancy back

Tnis in a very strike lit en accooot
buttons, cuffs trimmed to matcb, skirt of the nice material. Two button cut
with three stitched pleats on sides. AN away model lined with ^eau-de-cygne

collar trimmed with

silk, neatly trimmod in ba
pearl buttons very stylish

EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD SUIT.

MANNISH SERGE

k with moke
it

skirt.

SUITS

CHOICE SUITS

$15.00

$20.00

One style of medium ^ray,
Made of fine quality, lined with satin,
f«tj
corded
with
siik,
■iripe, one botton cutaway model, <i«·
neatly trimmed collar

silk braid and buttons, back of coat
trimmed with

pipings; skirt

buttons and satin

braid,
plaid back,

has

pleat

wide

in front with braid trimming at bottom.

New
some

Warm in Winter

we

DIAGONAL WOR.

day?

H. G. BROWN.
Paris, February, *913.

as

SERGE SUITS

measure to-

SAVE OIL, NO SMOKE, NO
ODOR, with lights high or low,
and great saving in cost, fit old
lamps, try one or more.

weU

aa

coat lined with satin, has

greater

satisfaction
than you've

attractive line.

getting together our

your own

BEACON LAMPS

Spring

Coats

very smart

are

styles

figured n'lk, cufliii

with fancy

revere

same, lined with guaranteed mescaline,
clusters of buttons in back: very

stylish

drop skirt.

arriving

every day.

so

i&r

we

have

made of choice materials.

Cool in Summer
Costs Less Than Metal
Wears

Longer Than Shingles.

by L. S. Billings, South Paris.

Sold

W. J. Wheeler & Co.

MAINE

NORWAY,

Insurance

î

fjf1

you

best of
Co , either

West

clothe*

IFfashionedprefer
lor

and the

WHITE BURNERS

The beauty of the styles and excellent materials that
ans
notable, plainly tell of the great care we have expended
You know

supply parties wanting the
lights of the Home Supply

?Γη

?nULply

in

Light

can

Ih'f f®
i .?. ♦»? ?ageP'
ίηπΓΘ ?η,β
Lm-V'#
fh-ahi !iga

bo

Wonderful
I

Fresh and Beautiful

Ohio.

BEST KNOWN COUGH BEMEDY.
For forty-three years Dr. King's New
Discovery baa been known throughout
the world aa the most reliable cough remedy. Over three million bottles were
used last year. Isn't this proof? It will
get rid of your cough, or we will refund
your money. J. J. Oweoa, of Allendale,
S. C., writes the way hundreds of others
have done: "After twenty years, I find
that Dr. King'a New Diacovery ia the
best remedy for coughs and colds that I
have ever used." For coughs and colds
and all throat and long troubles, it has
50c and |1.00 at Chas. H.
no equal.
Howard & Co.

longei

f ?D,y

end
Today's Magazine l> the largest
at 50c
beat edited magazine published
cents per copy at all
per jetr. Fiv*
newsdealer·. Every lady who apprecisend for a
ate· a good magazine should
free sample copy and premium catalog.
Address, Today's Mag azote, Canton,

helgbta

The difference in the land
feet.

Europe ia about 15,868

SPRING SUITS

THELAB0EST ΜΑΘΑΜΕ IK THE WORLD.

Royal Indemnity Company

London Assurance

of Mew York.

Corporation.

A8SETS DEC.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1912.

Stocke anil Bonds, Makct
Cash In Office and Bank

$

Real Estate,
Mortgage Loans,
Collateral Loans
Stocke and Bonde

Bank,
A(renU' Balancée,
Bill» Receivable
Interest and Benti,
All other Aaeets
$

$

Admitted Aseete

4,022,156 53
222,5(9 03

Real Estate

Mortgage Loans,

North British & Mercantile!
Insurance Co.
of London and Edf aburgh.

Collateral Loans,
Stocks and Bonds,
Cash In Office ami
Agents' Balances

8,400.194 67
291,822 70
851,105 92
3,912 78
92,738 74
3,08100

*

LIABILITIES Dec.

1,482,343 3t

31, 1912.
87.285 W
$
580,516 Γ
11,948 7<

400,000 0(
402.5H3 4:

φ 1,482,343 &
à CO., Agent",
South Paris, Maine.

W. J. WHEELER

UNITED STATES BRANCH

Phoenix Assurance Co., Ltd.,
of London,
On

the 31st Day of December, 1912.

The amount of Its U. S.

]

Deposit Is

soon

They will be needed

wear.

new

be interested in what to buy for spring

furnishing stock

derwear in cotton

or

gan, 25c and 45c.

our

Lots more to come.

is in now.

Most of the underwear is here.

Much of

soon.

Medium weight

un-

Ecru bal brig;-

wool, 60c and $1.

Jersey knit, 50c. Black balbriggan,

and $2.
Light weight unions, 60c. $1, $1.50
50c. $1
Complete spring line of work aud dress shirts.
60c.

and

Unlined work and dress

$1.50.

Canvas gloves, 10c

upwards.

gloves.

and

50c and
Our full

15c.

#510,000 Of

THE ASSETS OF THE COMPANY IN THE
U. S. ARE AS FOLLOWS :
Cash on hand and In the hands of
or
other persons
$
311,024 04
Agents
433,100 0<
StateBor.de, Market Value,
898,670 <X
Municipal Bonds, Market Value,...
Rallrotd Bonds, Market Value,—
1,564,460 υ»
Miscellaneous Bonds,Market Value,
102,700 01
Debts otherwise secured
6,1113*
Debts for premiums
510,975 41
A11 other Securities,
45,748 1(

Our Mark Down Saie
of winter suits and overcoats still contains
lent bargains.

There

are

only

a

few left

some

so

excel-

you'll

need

to come soon.

H. B. Foster,
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

Norway,

=

=

=

Maine.

Think

Total Assets
$ 3,872,788 91
2,278,851 76
LIABILITIES.
221,509 15
and
due
not
Losses
φ
42,387 (X
369,318 72 Losses adjusted
150,642 2)
unadjusted
In
for
furLosses
suspense, waiting
28,426 86
ther proof,
19,856 0<
All other claims against the Com127,216 91
pany
2,896,106 49 Amount
necessary to reinsure out423,182 56
2,074,164 T
standing risks
2,474,923 93
Total Liabilities
φ 2,414,266 91

$
Assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1912.

Admitted

$

Assets,

Net Unpaid Lossee
Unearned Premiums
All Other Liabilities
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities,

35

Assurance

of London.

Assets,

Bank,.

9,642,i»6 81
643,942 46 Total Liabilities and Surplus,

$ 8,998,913
Total Liabilities and Surplus
W, J. WHEELER Λ CO., Agente,
South Parle, Malno.
W. R. Takbox, A sent,
Fryeburg, Maine.

Gross Assets,
Dcduet Items not admitted,

15,000 0(
48,483 8*

Interest and Rents
Admitted

"yOU'LL

stock of spring caps is here, 50c and $1.

AUOther Assets,

$ 8,998,913 V>
Admitted
LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1912.
440,424 36
$
Net Unpaid Losses,
4,fitS2,s3H 37
Unearned Premiums
152,954 32
All Other Liabilities
3,742,til» 30
Surplus over all Liabilities,

Interest
All Other

DEC. 31, 1912.
φ

Bills Receivable,

Assets

ASSETS DEC. 31,1912.
Real Estate,
I
Loans
Mortgage
Collateral Loans
Stocks and Bonds,
Cash In Office and Bank,
A vents' Balanoea,
Bills Receivable

340,919 02
994.490 Î7
149,873 81
Ι,ΟΟΟ,ΟΟΟΟί
441,750 6i

Company.

Insurance

OF THE

Royal Exchange

2,967,033 Κ

The Nassau & Dutchess Fire

TOUTED STATES BRANCH

$

$

364.788 74
2,113,204 85
and Surplus
$ 2,967,033 83
153,169 53 Total Liabilities
W.J. WHEELER & CO., Agents,
South Paris, Maine.
1,163,244 38

ASSETS

Qroes Assets,
Deduct Items not admitted

3,023,801 3i
56,267 54

$

Losses
Unearned Premium*
All Other Liabilities
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities

$ 3,799,607 50
Surplus,
J. WHEELER & CO., Agents,
South Paris, Maine.

ASSETS DEC. 31,1912.
$
Stocks and Bonds,
Cash In Office and Bank,
Agents' Balances,
Bflls Receivable
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets,

Φ

LIABILITIES DEC. 31,1912.

Unpaid

Net

Total Liabilities and
W.

2,315,337 7;
203,171 V

455.707 92
500 0(
34,038 5i
14,545 5'

Gross Assets,
Deduct Ilema not admitted,

I 8,799,607 50
Admitted Assets
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1912.
Net Unpaid Losses,
Unearned Premiums
All Other Liabilities,
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities,

Value,·.$

Agents' Balances,

38,369 97
29,827 75

Grose Assets,
Deduct Items not admitted

31.1912.

Bills Receivable,
Interest ami Kenta
Λ11 other Assets

3.217,140 09
183,433.16
553,385 10

Cash In office and

or M

The

greatest

amount In any

one

ri«i
Dependent
233,209 30
1,508,997 85 The greatest amount allowed by I upon construc
rules of the Company to I tlon, occupathe
Liabilities
87
All Other
89,457
fin
be Insured in any one city, f tlon and
Cash Deposit Capital.
400,000 00
I department.
town or village,
243,258 91
Sarplos over all Lia bill ties,
The greatest amount allowed to
be Insured In any one block,: J
Total Liabilities and Surplus
$ 2,474,923 93
W. J. WHEELER A CO., Agents,
W. J. WHEELER St CO., Agente,
South Paris, Maine.
South Paris, Maine.
Net Unpaid Lessee,
Unearned Premiums,

$

JOHNSON'S ^ UNIMENT
Used 102 Years for Internal and External Dis

Are you prepared to relieve sudden cramps and pains
that may come any time?
Johnson's Anodyne Liniment responds
quickly in relieving coughs, colds, bowel
Β "Η?"·
troubles, burns, cuts, chaps, etc.

I

25c and SOc everywhere

I. S. JOHNSON ft CO.

Boston, Mass,

% ThTlJvM·

Rubbers with Leather
We have

and
to

no

a

heel.

$4.35.

full line of Rubbers with Leather

8,

If you

Tops,

to, ia, 14 and 16 inch

leg.

want comfort for your

feet you

Tops.

both heel

Prices from
can

$2.50

find it here.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

Opera House Block,

Telephone 38-a.

when yon
Economy looks like an up-hill game
ntnei
first begin, mid sometimes it IS an up-hill if
and if
but it is the ROAD TO PROSP15RITY,
economics you
you can perswere in your small
docs not
will find this out. Your extravagance
will
pay interest
draw interest. Some day you
If you put that
on your present extravagance.
some (In}'
money in the BAXK XOW, you can
without
crave
afford to buy the luxuries you
the
missing
money.
Do YOUR banking with US.

We pay 2 per cent interest

on

check account.

Savings Department Connected, with
BRANCH BANK AT BUCKFIELD, MAINE.

PARIS

TRUST
SOUTH

COMPANY,

PARIS, MAINE.

Norway, Maine. CASTORIA for Infants and Children.
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Bast): 5 ·.»». m.. daily; 9 Ο a.
1 lav. 4 36 p. os., dally. Going
n ». m-, daily; 3:35 Ρ· m> dally
A- Vm Jelljr·
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Jam·· Blake vis ed bis daughter, Mrt
John Bennett, over Sunday.

Mrt. Qoldamiih entertain· the Ladle·
Whiet Clnb Thursday of this week.
MIm Nellie Jackson is In
Quinoy
Mm·., visiting her uncle, Col. Win. Β

White.

The last quarterly conferenoe of th«
Methodist cLiurch for the conference
year was held last Friday evening.

Lottie Oiles went Saturday to
spend the week-end with relative· al
Bath. She was joined in Lewiaton
by
her sister, Miss Addle Giles, of the
Journal force, who accompanied her.
Miss

Dr. A. A.

Downs

of

I

NORWAY.

Real estate, non
Peraoual eatate.
Peraoaal eatate,

resident,
resident,
non resident,

Total valuiUoa,
An increaae of about

51,160.00 to hi· house with a severe cold.
The village school· were not in aeaalon
8,400.00
Friday of this week, owing to teacher·1
$7.·3.475.ου examination.
177.645.00

19,000 over the
previoua year.
Number of polla aaaeaard, 461, at $1 00
each. Total assessment, 94,60δ 11. Rate,

Alphonao Charlee of North Waterford
in town with hi· friends thia week,
when he received their congratulations
upon having been successful In bis bidding for the star mail route from Norway
was

Pairfield will 5 12 mill·.

speak next Sunday evening at the Congregational church on "Some Health

deoiaion

CHCSCHM.
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news

column.

Our wash goods season has auspiciously
on the new business year of 1913.

goods, sweeping into different departments, transforming the store into a phrophecy
of spring and their proper reception is the cause of great
concern in many departments.
large

The

amount of new

Specially the Wash Goods, Silks
and Dress Goods
well

used

the Embroideries and Laces,

as

extensively

so

which

are

to be

all White and Colored Cotton Dress

on

Collectively, the stocks -of new merchandise are
and distinct
large, individvally each line is strong, unique
Goods.

ive, and
before,
As

more

diversified, novrel and beauteous than

ever

at least it seems so to us at this season of the year.

goods

displayed

are

received, they

for your

New

are

brought

forward and

seeing.

Spring Coats, and Suits.

Lingerie Waists and Dress Skirts.

are

ONE PRICE CASH STORE.

shoes,"

"so hard cn their

Z. L. MERCHANT & CO.

ned soles, will wear as long
again as the bargain counter
variety and will always look
feel comfortable.
neat and

$1.25

$2.00, according

to

size.

ί

to
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31 Market Sq., So. Paris.

Make delicious
bouillon right at
table without
the
f/
trouble or cooking of any sort.

n«- v«t

Large Stock at Lowest Prices

Just drop a Steero Cube into a cup
and add boiling water.
The usual cold "pick-ups" so often
used for luncheon are rounded out
into an inviting meal by
delicious hot Steero

No matter if you
Call and see them.
We are always
are not ready to buy.
glad to show them.

Soups,
sauces and gravies

Bouillon.

will have a richer
flavor if a Steero
Bouillon Cube
or two are

Spring Line 1Q13 of

ART SQUARES, RUGS,
FIBER CARPETS,
MATTINGS, ETC., ETC.

Bouillon Cubes
b,
Men fctdo fcifcctj

Bolster Co.

Dayton

New

Cube
Makes J
filO/
V/

mu·*

MAINE

NORWAY,

J. F. Plummer,

added.

36 MARKET SQUARE,

Chas. H. Howard Co.

South Paris,

Maine>

....

Judiciary.
The Committee on .Judiciary will give a hearat
the State llouee, Augusta,
at
room
their
ing
Friday. March 7, at

2.

P. M.

on

No. 217. "An act to authorize Couhtv Commissioners of Oxford County and the Municipal
< (filters of the town of ltumford to provide a
building at Kumford for County Court an I

Municipal Purposes."

Reduction Price Sale
Of several lots of

Ladies' Boots and Oxfords
TO

DUNTON, Sec.

JOnN R.

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

'Phone, 19-21.

Committee Hearings.

Legal Affair».
The Committee on Legal Affaire will give pubState House at Augusta as
at
the
lic hearing.)

follows:

Friday, March 7. ιρ·3· at a o'clock P. M.
No. 140. An Act to amend Chapter 217 of the
Private and Special Laws of l'.lll Increasing ttic
limits of the Porter Kezar Falls Village Corporation.
No. 143. An Act to Incorporate Androscoggin
Klcctrlc Company.
CIIAS. P. CONNORS, Sec.
ALBERT E. ANDERSON, Clerk.
Inland Fisheries and (·»ηι«
The Committee on Inland fisheries and Game
will give a l'ubtlc Hearing In Its room at the
State House In Augusta,

Wednesday, March 5, at 2 P. M.
prevent the pollution of the

No. SI. An Act to
waters of the State.

CLOSE.

1 Lot Ladies' Revelation Patent Colt and Vici Kid
Bal and Blucher, broken sizes, regular $3.60 and $3.00
values for $1.98.

Several other lots at reduced prices, also several
lots of Ladies' Oxfords, broken sizes, regular $3.00 and
$2.50 values for $1.98.
All odd lots at cut

prices

to close.

Frothingham,

W. 0.

Maine.

South Paris,

SETH F. CLARK, .Secretary.
M. H.

Ilodgdon, Clerk.

SALE OF MILLINERY

DIRECT

_

fromvthe

FARM

To make

room

for

Spring

Stock, I shall oiler

All Trimmed Hats

Way Below Cost

Many desirable shapes fiom 9S et», to $2.50.
Also good untrimmcd hate, your choice
We have

just

received

2

of

cars

&
Crosby's u Gold
Medal" flour. This was bought on

Washburn
a

low market and will be sold

G. 8.

&

I

Norway,

Maine.

Save Feed Bills

tnd ret better
stock.
your
amount of

A

Τ
Τ

remit* from
Add

email

Animal

Regulator

to
th·
ratio·,
dally
eirenrthena and atlmulatee digestive organe and
Ineuree
stock
receiving
full benefit of food.
In
pncka«ea to aolt-ZSc, 60c,

CTtTlb. pal la, |3Μ
•proor money back
fell·."

If

U

Got Pratts Profit-Sharing
Booklet.
ItlS Almanac FRm

S Farrar

Bros.

for

69

cts.

MES. L. G. SMILEY,

Millinery and Fancy Goods,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

BOWKEB BLOCK,

ac-

cordingly.

J

Inquire

yet in reality,

started

they're dressy enough for
church or Sunday-School we ir.
They have genuine oak-tan-

■

good

should be in the

as

j

Billowy

An Advertisement,

yet

j

Main St..

Successors to S. B. and Z. S. Prince

wear-resisting leather,
strongly sewed.
They're made for boys that
stout,
and

Norway, Main·.

Ζ. L. MERCHANT & CO.

Theee shoes for boys don't
rip, because they are sewed
strong at the plnct-s where
boys' shoes usuallv rip. They
are made on a different plan
than other shoes, so that they
When
are practically ripl^ss.
you get hold of a boy's shoe
that can't rip, you've taken a
long step in shoe economy.
These shoes are made of good,

|

possible.

91

Boys

For

oor-|

appointment

9

The Shoe

1

|

James N. Favor, KiSSK"-

Walton

j

N

close
of Fur Robes at The Tucker Harness Store. I shall
the
from
discount
cent
10
at
Robes
Fur
per
my linof Bishop
will be still
Robes
Fur
them.
been
have
I
selling
price
now.
higher next season so it will pay you to buy

queationa provoked

CUSSION.
about tbe most discussion of an jibing
in tbe warrant.
to
inatructed
were
Tbe aelectmen
The following experience occored in
print in tbe next town report an abatract
Soatb Parie. Λ South Pari· citizen rereal
including
town'·
valuation,
of the
late* It.
and money at
The annual town meeting In Paris ad- eatate, atock in trade,
Similar experiences are occurring
Interest.
journed at 2:80 P. M., after a working
waa ac- daily.
of
irura
Hat
revised
Tim
j
end
half.
a
session of only three hour*
South Paria people are being relieved.
There was not a large amount of debate, oepted.
Getting rid of distressing kidney ilia.
Voted to pay tbe moderator $5.00 for
and nothing bitter.
Doan's Kidney Pills the tested
Try
Busioess ran quietly and smoothly bia aervicea.
Quaker
remedy.
Tbe meeting then adjourned.
throughout both aeuions of the meeting
South Paris people testify, Soutb Paris
for
seleotman
on
contest
Monday. The
people profit.
the south end of the town, which bad
The evidence is home evidence—the
Amounts asaeeaed for town purposes
roused considerable interest during the
convincing.
proof
for
assessed
be
to
past week, resulted in the re-election by in 1912, and amounts
South Paria testimony ia gratefully
are as follows :
a large vote of Charles W. Bowker, who town purposes in 1013,
given.
haa been on the board continuously for
1913
South Paria sufferers abould heed it.
1812
eight years.
Mrs. Elmer Stilea, Western Ave.,
$4,000 00 5,000 00
Common schools
00
All the other officers were re-elected High school4
00
2300
For several
1,800
South Paria, Me., aaya:
5 80 00
430 00
without opposition until it came to the Textbook·
a member of my family suffered
years
ro
flOO
00
800
School repairs
question of road commissioners, wbea School
1,000 00 from sharp pains through the small of
1,050 00
house lnsar&Doe, etc
the second contest of the day was reach- Support of poor
1,400 00 1,500 00 hie back.
He bad dizzy spells, felt
00
900 00
1,500
bills
On a
all run down.
ed, and on a division of the bonse It was Snow
00 3,500 00 tired and was
snil
3,000
Roads
bridges
decided not to elect road commissioners. Permanent road
550 00 friend's advice, we got Doan's Kfdnr-y
550 00
M0 00 Pills and
400 00
Concrete sidewalk Parle Hill..
they gave prompt relief, in
500 00
Concrete sidewalk South Pari·
in every
00 fact made a great improvement
1,800
New
bridges
with
Doan's Kidney Pills have our
Monday opened clear and cool,
550 00 way.
Brown-tall moth extermination 300 00
in
the
day's Salary of Superintendent of
good sleighing, and interest
highest endorsement.
400 00
400 00
8choole
doings was manifested in a good atFor sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
450 (0
450 00
from all sections of the Interest on funds
tendance
1,800 00 1^00 00 Foster-Milburn Co.. Buffalo, New York,
Town officers· bills
00
00
town when the time for the meeting ar- Miscellaneous bills
1,000
1,000
States.
700 00 sole agents for.the United
700 00
South Paris sewer
rived.
Remember the name—Doan's—and
100 00
A. U. Tyler's
Town Clerk William J. Wheeler was Underdraln near
1,565 00
take no other.
Iron bridges, built In 1911
150 00
prompt in calling the assembly to order Playground at North Paris
200 00
After he had read the Land for rubbish dumps
at 10 o'clock.
warrant and retaro, he called for votes
$21,415 00 $22,500 00
for moderator.
and county
state
be
will
the
to
these
53
Added
votes,
Walter L. Gray received
entire number cast, for moderator, and taxes. If the legislature fixes the state
tax at four mille, the same as last year,
immediately proceeded to business.
The reports of the town officers as as it seems now to be planned to do, tbe
viprinted were accepted without division. tax rate this year will be in the near
Town Treasurer Howard reported the cinity of 10 mills, against 18 4 10 mills
distribution of the Crooker and Bray last year.

Harry D. Cole, colleetor, has collected to Lovell. Mr. Charles was for many
the balance ol the 1911 tax, and there is
years the atage driver before the prevent
Problems in the State of Maine." The outstanding of tbe 1912 tax 922.26.
operator took the route. He will proba-^aiiooai Church, Rev. A. T.a. Me four churches will
The financial statement shows cash in bly put autoa on during the aumraer
unite in the service.
l*reacnlng service, 10:45
J 'l\.
*'1
s.
β:00
C.
Y.
P.
a.
of months.
,[oa*.
There will be a rehearsal of the I. O. treasury #1,735.03, and liabilities
Church
'κ :·.ία< .ervtce Τ s» r. M.; 50ρ.
"•V1
in bonds and 1800 in notée.
The Lome Elwyn Co., at the Opera
Γ· *
μ. 0. F.
vVe inesdayevenlngat
minstrels at Odd Fellows' Hall 968,000
Notes
to
tbe
been
amount
of
have
ta$1700
House during the week, ha· given some
Alee connected, are cordially
Wednesday evening at 7:30 and it i· paid
was a
the
daring
year.
very good entertainments. There
arch. Rev.T. N. Kewlev, Pastor hoped that every member of the chorua
τ'ϊ
The report of tbe treasurer sum- change of plays each night with matinee
will make an effort to be
pre«ent.
marizes the corporation business for the on Saturday afternoon.
·' ■
Lee M. Watson, who shot himself at
Tracy Tierce went the first of last year, and la as follows:
week to the Central Maine General Hosnoon last,
Cha*. H. Howart, Treasurer, In account wltb I his home in Auburn Monday
tain*:JO.
at Lewiston, where he underwent the South ParU Village Corporation for the J ear was a former resident of this town, the
rob. Rev. K. â. Davie, l'as tor pital
u't
He was
rv aching service 10:45 A. M.; Sab. an operation fur appendicitis.
son of the late Ceylon Watson.
It was an ending Feb. 35,19 3.
>
P. S. C. S., 6:15 e. M., advanced
Da.
*
about forty years of age, and leaves a
case, and he U reported as
Wednesday evening
;-Wr. *·;Seau
Received
balance
last
cash,
$1,396.91 widow, mother and two sisters.
report,
AU are quite ill.
free.
t 730.
Alfred H. Jackson, col., on 1906 tax,
75 JS
Mrs. Edwin Chick entertained her
Alfred II. Jackson, col., on 1907 tax,
99.Î5
Good Cheer fair supper Tuesday night
.! Church. Rev. Chester Gore MUler,
^
H.
Alfred
on 190β tax,
3 29 Sunday School class at her Paria Street
Jackson,
col.,
at
of
service
every
àun-iay
thi·
Steamed
r. ·■ htng
week, Mzrch 4th.
Alfred H. Jackson, col., on 1909tnx,
4.32 home
Tuesday evening. After the busiA Ifred H. Jackson, ool., on 1910 tax,
^ \ m Sunday School at 12 m. Y.P.C.U. clam», baked beans, etc., will be the
8.46
hour and
social
meeting a
14.51 ness
it" r *
Harry D. Cole, col., on 1911 tax,
the menu, with a grand sociable from 8
4,585.1$ games was enjoyed. The officers elected
Harry D. Cole, col., on 1912 tax,
βΤΑΤΚΙ> ϋΚΚΤΙΜΟβ.
to 10 o'clock. Come and bave a fine
Cbas. W. Bowker, supt, water
are:
Beeelar supper and a
Y —Pari Lodge. So. 9».
rentals,
5,57J.49
pleasant social time.
f i \
moon.
President—Leo Da Sloan.
*v «venin* on or before full
30 00
State, account public library,
Prices
as usual.
''
Vice-President—Florence Harriman.
8.0o
Mount V lea Lodge. regular meetRent of Engine Hall,
-Aurora
week
Sec.—Marlon Purrlngton.
each
About
300 00
oenlu. of
Temporary loan,
fifty of the Norway Methodists
Tie**.—Buby 8wlft.
Parle Trust Co., Interest on
*t and >hlM Monday evening· attended the seivice at the Methodist
Lookouti Committee.—Minnie Bill and Doris
19.06
deposits,
A powerpie-teaa Rebekah Lodge, No. church here Sunday evening.
Longley.
of each ful sermon was
,;i ! and fourth Friday·
Rev.
M.
J.
$12,124.69
given by
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Woodman have
the district superintendent, and
1
CB.
taken rooms at the Elm House. They
No. 146, MM Frost,
! the girls' choir of the church
exCaeb
each
of
uald,
parks,
sang
will remain In town for some weeks.
Saturday evenings
Library,
λ R- Hallir.'
ceptionally well.
Rev. J. M. Frost of Auburn, the disHydrant rental,
"„·
ctecle. Ladiea ofthe 6. A
Fire
trlct
of
superintendent, presided at the funds, and the report was accepted.
Mrs. L. A. Billings died quite suddendepartment.
·> and tnlrd Saturday evealag·
Street lighting,
fourth quarterly conference at the M. E.
'.ran t Arm? Hall.
with
a heart trouble
Election of officers then proceeded:
ly
Thursday
night
Colby College Notes.
Wkter
system,
.a L. Cbam\>erialn Camp meets
church Saturday evening. The Ladies'
at the home of her sister, Mrs. Willard
For town clerk William J. Wheeler rePolice,
for debate in the Colby col4y nltftit after the full of the
Subjects
the
for
furnished
Aid
supper
Ilote,
votes
Society
cast,
ceived the entire number of
Herrick, on Pleasant Street. Mr. and
Interecbolastic Debating league
vu
old note,
lege
Loan,
conference.
the
of
members
< Grange, ta e » first and third
quarterly
Mrs. Herrick were at the time in Boston
97.
r «t !i.
have been announced by Prof. Herbert
Los.n water account,
,oth, la G ange Hall
.T
W. A. Bicknell, who is at the Central
5*1 ..I
with their son Roy, who is quite nick.
A ballot for first selectman was taken, C. Libby, as
Temporary loan,
ou ! aad fourth Monday· of
given below. Tbe school··
!.*. ♦). (j· C
la
General
Lewiston,
Maine
Hospital,
Abatements,
result:
Mrs. Billings formerly lived at North
with the following
mentioned are to debate with each other
t* h aooib.
Interest,
from the effecta of hie
3*J8
ny Brook Lodge. No. 181, Norway, but had been with the Herricks
gaining
rapidly
Wbole number of votes
under the auspices of the Colby DebatMiscellaneous,
fourth Wednesday evealag·
11W
surgical operation.
lor the past few years. She was a memNecessary to & choice
316
ing class. They are divided into two
Charles W. Bowker
Rev. Charlee A. Brooke died at hia
lodge. No, 31. meets every ber of the South Paris Methodist church,
Κ
Leon A. Brooke
groups, public and private. The public
Caeb balance,
home in South Portland after a someKrihlaa Hall.
and the funeral on Sunday was attendThis ballot took on something of the schools, Waterville, Skowhegan, Madiwhat
aicknese, Saturday, character of a
prolonged
ed by Rev. T. N. Kewley of that church.
ball
$12,1*4.69
The
caucus.
by
visitlong
son and Qood Will high schools, are to
η has recently
M ;
Feb. 15. He was for five years pastor of
in
An interesting part of the report is tbe the M. E. church at Norway, where he is this time was packed, and the casting of bold debates with each other, and then
By the crossing of the wires abont 9
1er, Frank U. Andrew·,
b.
minutes. the winner will debate the winner of the
o'clock Saturday evening, the electric report of tbe water commission and of well remembered for bis earnest and the bulk of the vote took some
Millet). Mass.
of the village, both street and in- the superintendent of the system. As faithful work. The funeral aervicea on Then additional voters came stringing private school group: Coburn Classical
lights
hare
Herrick
.Villard
Mrs.
ten minutes the an- Institute, Waterville; Oik Grove SemiMr ac
side, went out of commission. Kerosene already stated in tbe Democrat, tbe net Tuesday were attended by Rev. B. C. in, and for about
.,»y in Boston for
of "One more!" from the nary, Vaesalboro; Maino Central Instiwere hurriedly hunted up and income of the water system for tbe Wentworth of the Norway church, who nouncement
lamps
tbe paît week.
rear of the ball was almoet constant, tute, Pittsfield; Higgins Classical Institrimmed, and shift was made to «et year, above interest charges and main- succeeded Rev. Mr. Brooka.
the voters waited patiently while an- tute, Charleston.
and
tbe exact]
iÎicbardson it on a two along someway, but it wasn't convenient. tenance, was over 91200,
y
and
S. W. Conrad, late owner
propriThe subjects follow:
;
,\er sister, Mrs. Peaalee, It took about three hours Sunday morn- figures being $1,202.44.
The gross in- etor of Beat's Hotel,has sold the the hotel other made his way through the crowd
to the ballot box, until finally it appearReeolved, Tbat tbe Present Protective
ία Kxeîet, Ν 11.
ing to get the lights going once more. come was 95,579.49.
property to F. R. Seavey, until recent- ed that
announcein.
The
all
were
is Beneficial to Maine Farmers.
Tariff
they
Chief Engineer Bowker in bis report ly clerk at the DeWitt Hotel io LewisThe power came on just in time to save
is
spend the church
M s Beryl Kuasell of Sumner
ment of the vote was greeted with ap- Oak Grove Seminary, affirmative;Coburn
for the morning ser estimates tbe total damage at the fires ton. Possession was
taken
organs
Monday.
her
with
weeks
aunt,
e of
thanked Classical Institute, negative.
vice, but not in time for choir rehearsal. of the year at less than 9100. There S. W. Conrad and wife will go to War- plause, and Mr. Bowker briefly
Jir* Albert D. Park.
the voters.
Resolved, That the Present Protective
were but two general alarms, and a few wick, New Brunswick.
term of court opens at
March
The
to tbe American
Ballot for second selectman resulted, Tariff is Beneficial
stills for chimney fires.
T! ^ iaday School ciaea of Mrs. T. South Paris on
The drama presented by local talent
of next week,
number
entire
Tuesday
the
Maine Central Institute,
216 for A. Elroy Dean,
Davit'
Workingmen.
-ι was entertained at Mr*.
LavSweet
entitled
Μ
at tbe Opera Houafe,
with Hon. George E. Bird of Portland
cast.
affirmative; Higgins Classical Institute,
Village Corporation Meeting.
wt Monday
evening by Mise
bom
ender, was a financial and dramatic sucjustice presiding. The grand jury em
While this ballot was in progress a negative.
ivis and Miss Marie Newton.
Paris
I
of
cess. Norway Cadet Band, Frank Knapp
annual
South
Lu
Tbe
meeting
school
the
students,
of
paneled in October will be in attendance.
high
Resolved, That the State of Maine
will be held in New] leader, furnished first class music. Tbe delegation
rt F. Stevens of the Howard drug Venires for traverse jurors have been re- Village Corporation
A
both boys and girls, came in and took Should
Permit tbe Transmission of
went
to
this
Co.
D.
of
Ball
week,
proceeds
Tuesday evening
Skowas passed the examination before turned as follows:
on the stage, at the left of the Water Power Beyond Its Limits.
places
j
their
matB.
will
close
routine
and
Z.
Prince
at
Besides
S.
S.
March
7:30.
4,
tb·· ate board of examiners in pharmoderator.
Perley C. Andrews. Bethel.
affirmative; Madison High,
begauHigb,
rooms for two weeks durfor
purordinary
».
Woodstock.
dressmaking
money
B.
ters,
raising
Bllllnes,
mi .. and is now a registered pharmaFor third selectman Frank A. Farrar negative.
William Ρ Brook. Brownlleld.
poses, as is done every year, the war- ing Miss Prince's absence in New York received 105 votes, the whole number
cist
John Burke. Mexico.
Resolved, That Congress Rrpeel the
rant contains the following articles re- on a business trip.
Everett E. tenant, BuckfleUl.
cast.
Legislation Exempting From Pay ruent
Vr. and Mrs Α. II. Doble wish to take
Capt. John W. Nasb and Eugene W.
lating to other than regular annual busiSeth I. Day. Porter.
selectelected
The three who had been
if Panama Canal Tolls of American
11. W. l>en:.UoD, Parle.
Bartlett are attending tbe Sportsman's I
tb 4 opportunity to thank thçir many
ness:
Good Will
men were then formally elected assessors Ships in Coastwise Trade.
Amos C. Elliott, Rum for J.
in
York.
/r udsfor their kind remembrances of
New
Show
| on a
Art. 5. To see what action tbe
Fred Ε Farnuio, Rumford.
and overseers of the High, affirmative; Waterville High, negvote,
single
of
Swift
tb m on their tiftieth wedding anniverPorter
L.
Conn.,
Hartford,
Herbert G. Fletcher, Parle.
poration will take in relation to renewal
ative.
poor in the same manner.
John K. Forhan, Canton.
sary.
of contract for lighting its streets and to was entertained by Mr. and Mm. John
For town treasurer Charles II. HowHairy Ε Gibson. Norway.
over
F.
Swain
Sunday.
raise money for same.
E. Scruton of Portsmouth, Ν. H.,
C B. Jackson. MUtou Plantation.
the votes cast, 110.
all
received
ard
Town Officers Elected.
Virgil E. Dunn baa purohaaed tbe ElWesley C. Kimball, Greenwood.
Art. 6. To see what sum of money
νόο put in the South Paris water works
For member of the school committee
and
Samuel A. Moore, Gllead.
the corporation will vote to raise to pro- mer Dunn place at Norway Lake,
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time
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receiving all the votes cast,
Individuals as Sureties.
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Virgin,
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Fred S. Waterman, Oxford.
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to the conclusion that one practice , fixed
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and to raise not (exceeding 9350) to
The Good Cheer Fair.
noticeable in the local oourta is a serious { Thie brought the meeting to the ques
present with the family of her brother,
cover such abatements.
commissioners
The latest ben story, aod one which
detriment to the business interest of ■ tion of whether road
Wednesday and Thursday the annual
Ralph A. Hemingway.
Art. 17. To see If the corporation
should be elected. A motion to elect teems to be in a clans by itself, is told
fair of the Universalist Good Cheer Sothe county.
a
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alarm
Mr·.
will vote to install
Mrs. Β. N. Hanson and sons, and
system] Judicial bonds filed in the Oxford j two road commissioners brought a t>y a West Gardiner man. About a
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set a hen, with a
Hanson's mother, Mrs. Twitchell, went There were do
money for same.
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was tion the late cold snap came on.
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I also the indispensable grab.
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THE CAUSE OF RHEUMATISM.
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the
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Dumber as distinguished
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BEST FOR SKIN DISEASES.
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A quiet but very pleasant wedding the nearest neighbor, Chester Record, Editor ]
Capt. Thomas of the sloop, Augusta A. selectmen, would cost about 12750,
took place at the Congregational parson- without serious consequences.
.Married.
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Debate.
Buckfield High
Lee M. Watson, aged 47, committed while an iron bridge would coat someage Satur lay morning, wben Rev. A. T.
Some wanted to give a general alarm,
At Buck field Friday evening Buokfield suicide at his home in Auburn Tuesday where about $1300.
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Whorter,
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commissioner of sea and
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the bridge, losing from live to ten
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and tearing out is considerable.
and Harold ing merchants, and his brother, J. E.
was voted that 91500 for the pur- months.
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minutes time. It must be a relief to the
Bigelow
In South Parte, Feb. 27, Mra, L. A. Billing»,
railroad men to see some prospect of s
Merrill, with Francis Chapman aa alter- Pierson, of New Sweden, have purchased pose of building the bridges be assessed aged about SO year*.
Torn to Pieces by Shafting.
Each speaker bad seven minutes a tract of land in Sheridan Plantation in this year, and the balance in two equal
track once more in condition.
nate.
in South Parle, March 2, Mrs. Jessie, wife of
At Kumford Wednesday Charles Klo
Frank B. Fogg.
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Tbe judge· were Professor M. C. Joy ville and expect to clear np 800 acres of
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aged 79 year*.
Cora 8. Briggs at Uighland Cottage tbii ment of the International Paper Co., of Hebron, Professor W. W. Jamison land as soon as
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A large part Browntall moth extermination
In Welchvllle, Feb. 22, Mra. Lucretla, wife of
400.00 David
Monday afternoon. Russian Musio is was literally torn to pieces when a loosi of Bate· Collge, and Superintendent C. of the land can be fitted for crops at ealary of superintendent of schools
Staple·, aged 89 year·.
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on rands
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expeditious carrying
jUchnaaioff—aQood
Doan's Begalet* care constipation, tone the struct the selectmen to aeenre the land
at No.
A
tenement.
in
house
Canton
Bubtodteln—b
The Wyman school
Sight
stomach, stimulate the Urer promote digestion from th*t
plan which baffled tbe Ingenuity of a and
Mrs. Smiley
appropriation, if it oould be 20 Pleasant
9
and easy paaaagea of the bowels.
two years ago, was burnec
appetite
about
built
«
Parie.
South
Street,
ago.
Chopin-Military Polonais·
done.
of laat week generation
Aakyoardnotst CortMn. Κ oeatt a box.
Mrs. Brtekett
to the ground on Tuesday

eicèpi

MARKED DOWN SALE

People

For South Parla
The town voted to maintain Bohoola In
the Tubb·, Partridge, Mountain and
and
Webber districts, leaving tbe Bolster
SOUTH PARIS CITIZENS' EX PEHIKNCE3
Hollow witbont schools. ▲· usual, tbe
FURNISH TOPIC FOR SOUTH PARIS DISof theae

Town will BoOd Three New Bridge·.
The Village Corporation Report.
The annual report of the Sooth Pari·
BHOBT AJiD HARMONIOUS SESSION OF
Village Corporation vu issued to the
citizens od Saturday, and la a book of 27
PARIS TOWN MEETI50.
C. Β. Comrtilnga & Son· have landed
printed page·, with all the details which in the mill pond large quantities of
It ha· been
to
alto
to
white birch bolt· for dowel·. They
caatomarj
pabllah
NO ROAD COMMISSIONERS, BUT OTHER
recent years.
are doing their uanal extensive transacThe valuation of the corporation la:
OFFICERS RE-ELECTED.
tion· In pine and hemlock timber.
Real estate, reaident,
$516,270 00
Qeorge I. Cummingsbaa been confined

A. W. Walker & Son
DEALERS IN

Ρ Coal.
Wood, Masons' Supplies, Farm Machinery, Auto
Τ
Wagons and Engines.
Τ

5
S

South Paris, Maine.

THE LAND OF

Correepondenoe on topic· of latere·! to the ladle·

li solicited. Addreu: Editor Homkmak»»»'
Colum*. Oxford Democrat, South Pull, Me.

PUZZLEDOM.

Fresh Corn On the Cob

Dry Kernels?

—or

There's no question as to which you would choose to
And there's just as much difference between fresh
eat.
of sliced
tobacco in the Sickle Rug and dried-up particles
or

granulated

tobacco.

All the natural tobacco flavor and moisture are pressed
into the Sickle Plug, and kept in by the natural leaf
off the plug as you use it
wrapper. You whittle a pipe fill
—that is why you always get it fresh—always get a
slow-burning, sweet, cool, satisfying smoke.

Economicalbecause you get more tobacco—there's
All good
no package to pay for. And there's no waste.
dealers sell Sickle—try a pipeful today.

Who make my second

so

WELSH RAHEBIT.

clear and true

night?

In

j'idging

a

Strong?

Bank

a

remember that it is

always

bank,

Capital, Surplus and Undivided Profits that give security
depositor, because that money is what stands be-

to the

tween you as a

depositor

the securities he!d

by

and any

possible shrinkage

the bank.

Few banks in the State have
than The

safety

Ncrway

a

National Bank

which, with the watchful interest of

a

larger margin of
of Norway, Maine,
very

capable

conservative board of directors and the constant
tion of the
a

in

Comptroller

of the

strong financial institution,

Currency,
one

and

inspec-

has built up here

whose

Capital, Surplus

ror

a
dessertspoonful of tbe
each, fold over tbe edges and
press together as for turnovers. Bake
quickly.

Put
ter.
mixture in

and Profits

over

ties

or

ence,

If you want to be prepared for business
would like help on the road to financial

make your

opportuniindepend-

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

NORWAY. MAINE.

neither run

MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,
South Paris.

COME TO THE GREENHOUSE SOUTH PARIS I

^LETTUCE
It is GOOD and CRISP.

HUB* RUBBERS
QUALITY

bake about

hour in

Croaiu

No. 2Ô59.—Beheadment.

Twas ONE upon the bill of fare.
HU call for TWO mude waiters stare.
"THREE," said the staid proprietor,
"He's English, therefore drops his FOUR"

Riddle and Answer.

When walking through a field of wheat
I picked up something good to eat
'Twas neither tish. flesh, fowl nor bone
I kept It till It ran aloue.
Whut was ItT
Answer.—An egg.

Rubbers This Winter

"Standard first quality" means that after 60 years of experience it is the Standard established by us for finit quality and
every rubber is branded with the "Hub-Mark."
Hub-Mark Rubbers are constructed and the compound put
together to give the best possible service under all conditions
and still be sold at a price that will permit everyone to wear
them and get the maximum return for his money. They cost
no more than any first-class rubber.
Try them.
Hub-Mark Rubbers are made in all styles and for all purposes.
The Hub-Mark is your Value-Mark.
If your dealer cannot supply you, write us.

BOSTON RUBBER SHOE CO.,

Maiden, Mass.

Free !

Free !

Free !

A KING KINEO RANGE

—

A

COLD,

LA GRIPPE, THEN PNEU-

MONIA

too often the fatal sequence. La
Qrippe coughs bang oo, weaken the system, and lower tbe vital resistance. R
9. Collins, postmaster, Barnegat, N. J.,
■ays: "I was troubled with a severe La
Srippe cough wbich completely exhausted me. Foley's Hooey and Tar Compound soon stopped tbe coughing spells
entirely. It can't be beat," Α. Ε.
Sburtleff Co., South Paris; S. E. Newell
& Co., Paris.
Is

DISH

a curious thing tbat when
1 want you to marry a man you
and
whenever
I do not want you
tbject,
m marry one you Insist on It."
Daughter—Tee, and whenever we are
igreed the man objects!"

$2 Down and $2 a Month

The person bringing the largest number of thia ENTIRE
DVERTISEMENT, cut from the Oxford Democrat, to

HOBB'S VARIETY STORE, Norway,
Wednesday, May 14,1913, at 3 p. m.
receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo Range, valued at $60.00

CASTORIA

Λ·

For Infants and ChildiM.

Ik KM Tu Haw Alun Bmtt

«

this advertisement
«.is

by specifying

William Tell, the flour
that is milled only from
the best Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by a special patented process that makes
it richest in nutritive

value.

Tell your grocer that

a

payment Immediately.
Feb. Uth, 1913.

aUAiiy

60

NORWAY,

MAINE.

S3tf

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

experience

Designs
Copyrights Ac.
«ketch nnd description mar

Λητοηβ lending
opinion free whether an
■nilckly ascertain
invention Is probably patentable. Communication* utrlctly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patent·
-.ent free, oldest aucncy for securing patent·.
Patente tuken through Jluun St Co. recelre
.prcial notice, without charge, In the
a
our

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest elrculatlon of any scientific Journal. Terms. |3 a
newsdealers
Sold wj
by all inr-nm·,·
month·, fi.
IL. cvm
four oiuuvu·,
rear : jour
Tear;

New York
MUNNSCo.3618"""'·
Washlnjfton.
Branch
D. C-

Offlce. G25 F St,

C. Bradford, P. 0. Box 666,

Portland, Maine.

Eyes

Examined for Glasses·
*

Laura

Reed late of Parle, d«·

petition for probate thereof ami
of John F. Beed or twine other

■

ι; aim!
.tpi ict r.ett

ι·,.

r. t,

administrator with the will annexe !,
by said John F. Keel, a legatee.

resetted

ON

—

ME.

'leceased;
Antlpase Blsbee late of Sumner,
.r e retrain·

petition for order to distribute »".<
lng in his hands presented by l.i

H.

BUbee,
irrt

Kra k la P.
»«J;
>yWei·

uel,
Aiitlpaas Blsbee late of Sumner,
for determination of collate' '. nherltex«a·
Bl»l
v,
II.
Lewis
a nee tax presented b;'

l>etltIon
tor.

Martha IV. Fogg, late of Porter,
for determination of collatei.t
ex·
ance tax presented by Fred C. Small,

petition

μ

'.<rt
.wr

>
Rert C. PeCoeter late of Buckii.M.
flrst and final account presented for
executor.
K.
Dyer,
allowance by Frederick

part.
ADDISON E. IIEBBICK, Judge of «al l Court.
A true copy—attest :
ALBERT D, PARK, Hester.
8-10

Sts.,

Κ ILL the COUCH

LUNGS

Dr.

King's
New Discovery

FOR Colds18

~

Crlatopher C. Fletcher late of llirtforl,
h
deceased; petition for transfer of real > -t.it»· τ
«·Η
contract made In the lifetime of sail
of II. < «*ood
H.
W.
Bonney,
party
by
presented

MAINF.

THE

Martha W. Fogg late of 1'orter, <Uc*u»l;
itetltlon for order todlatribute i.h. nee rtm»lDl#g
-'.all, exwu
In Ids hands presented by Fred I
tor.

and clean ceased;

Corner Main and Danforth

CURE

■

<

Chas. F. Ri
NORWAY,

·)> j·*·!,
Alvln L. Luddeu late of I
flrst account presented for aUwatct l,y Sûn L
executor.
Wright,

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby give· notice that In
has been duly appointed edmlnlitrator of the
estate of
MARY Α. IIΚ A I), late of Denmark,
In the County of Oxford, decease 1, an ilvrc
bonds as the law directs. All j>er»on« hsricfr
demands against the estate of saM ilecrased
are desired to present the same for sett.e
to
ment, and all Indebte I thereto are requested
make payment Immediately
«.HEAD.
OWEN
Feb. 1-th, l'.»13.
4-10
.HOTICL.

be
The lobacribcr here'iy gives notice that
has been du!y appointed administrator of the

estate of

REBECCA B. PAINE, late of Oxford,
aed Kiren
In the County of Oxford, deceased,
All |>er- n« *\!r.<
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of saM <U >-ta ten
fi
same
are desired to present the
are -•■«ju· -ted to
ment, an>l all Indebted thereto
make payment Immediately.
ROSC0E F..STAPLES
Feb. litb, 1U13,

J3St

8-10

Show, New York City,
November 11-16, 1912,

At the Annual Business

UNDERWOOD
TYPEWRITER

appetizing,
BREAD,
temptingly deficious, big brown-crust·

cd, white centered loaves—
that's the kind you want.
Here's the secret—use

Diamond Flour

—milled ind blended

eaped&lly for

It is the key to successbaking. Try thi· unusually fine flour—get a uck today.

home use.
ful home

DAVID STOTT, Miller,
DETROIT, MICH.

0. H.

Sawing Machine

Jobbing.

G. H.

PENLEY,

LADY

Γο Introduce

you looking at?
He—I'm just watching whether that
louse opposite will be fioiahed first or
roo.

on the market.
rou will And our

oar

ire

For Sale

or

To Bent.

two

sized lot.

Ο. K. CLIFFORD.

For Sale.

Green gray birch cord wood.
B. M. GREELY,
R. F. D. 2, South Paris, Me

] HGH

GRADE PRINTING

EVERY RECORD, EVERY YEAR, in EVERY
CONTEST is held by the UNDERWOOD
"THE MACHINE YOU WILL EVENTUALLY BUY"

Underwood
44

Typewriter Company,

Exchange Street,

Branches in All

at the
DEMOCRAT OFFICE.
_

■

I

j

won:

Breaking All Former Records

Dept.

tenement house, well
ooated, in firat class repair inside and
>ut Also stable, 12 good fruit tree·,

! food
t9tf

Speed and Accuracy Contest

the

First Nine places in the World's Championship
First Four places in the World's Amateur Championship
First Two places in the World's School Championship

Dealing direct with the mills
prices low. Profits, $10.00 to

130.00 weekly. Samples and full Instructions
packod In a neat sample case shipped express
prep»l<1. No money required. Exclusive territory. Write for particular*. Be first to apply.

10-room,

ACCURACY

fastest
for 8 solid hours (continuously) by 8 of the world s
irom
typists, in half-hour relays, one Underwood Typewriter (taken
stock) produced the magnificent total of 55,944 words, averaging
was here
nearly 10 strokes per second. The crucial test of Stability
sucli a
out
shown. Nowhere, at any time, has a typewriter turned
tremendous amount of work in the same time. This is a world s record.

line of

■UndirJ Dress Goods Company,
HO, Blnghomton, IV. T.

demon-

Operated

WANTED International
complété Spring

verv

public

The UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER in

South Paris, Maine.

ft Co., Paris.

a

STABILITY

Double Runner Pungs,
Sleds, Slide Yokes,
and

SPEED

PENLEY,

MANUFACTURER.
Wood

Again proved CONCLUSIVELY in
stration its Superior qualities in

Principal

Portland, Maine
Cities

J,

Co.,

1

g9

beautiful wool suiting, vub fabrics, fancy
tralstlngs, silk, etc., hdkfs, laces and petticoats.
She (netting ready to go out)—What All up to date ν. Y. City pattern*. Finest line

i scant cupful
! lalf

published

Llntvood 8. Keeue late of Ox! >
first account presented for allowar. «
ter C. Kccne, administrator.

j GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OS MONET REFUNDED.

S. RICHARDS.
PARIS.

PROBATE NOTICI».

To all persons interested In cither if the eitauu
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at P»r1«, |R M (
for the County of Oxford, on the 3rd Tuesday 0f
thousand
February, In the year of our Lor'
nine hundred and thirteen, the fo i win* setter
action ihtreupoe
the
for
been
presented
having
hereinafter Indicated, it Is hereby < 'hiikkeii
rsocs la.
That notice thereof be given to all
r to ht
tcrested, by causing a copy of tr
three weeks sucre*»!
IhtOx
a
].u:
l0
newspaper
ford Democrat,
Paris, In said County, that they m.-v
at a Probate Court to be held at iM V*rt», oa
the third Tuesday ot March, A. D. lulj, it nine
of the clock In the forenoon, an 11* tear! ta^.
on If tbey see cause :

Hiram Pulslfcr late of Par!'
account presented for allowac· ·.
Pulslfcr, executor.

AND ALL THROAT AND LU KG TROUBLES.

SOUTH

The Tirrell place, in South Paris
Room for two tenements,
also a stable connected. Inquire of
JAMES S. WRIGHT.
7tf

Village.

executor.

up Stock.

w,th

For particulars, apply to F. R.
Dyer, Buckfield, Maine, or R.

7-9

close out odd patterns

AND

For Sale.

One small, Hat can of salmon, oneAN EPIDEMIC OF COU GHING
half of a teaspoonful of mustard, two
tablespooufuls of butter, one-half of a ia sweeping over the town and young
cupful of vinegar, (if very sour vinegar and old are alike affected. Foley'·
Is used, dilute a little before measuring ) Honey and Tar Compound is a quick,
Simmer for about ten minutes.
safe, reliable family medicine for cough·
and cold·. A. S. Jones, of Lee PharmaAMBROSIA.
cy, Chico, Calif., aaya: "Foley's Honey
Cut up oranges, white grapes, bananas, and Tar Compound ha· no eqnal, and I
pineapple and candied cherries. Make a recommend it ae containing no narcotic*
A. E.
lyrup of one cupfol of sugar and two sr other harmful properties."
of water.
When It is Shurtleff Co., South Pari·; S. E. Newell

BLACK ROCKS.

•o

8-7

Residence formerly owned

WILSON SIIAW.

Wool Carpets

«·.<

CImomi tad bcaotUlM th« halt
rroniom · luxuriant frowth.
Never Till· to Beatore Qr*jj
Bill to it· Youthful Color.
Prevent· balr falling:.
tOc. and ll.OO at I>n]ggl»U·

To do just one thing nt η time has led
many a harassed soul Into quietness
and ord-r and -rest.

SALMON.

—

YEARS'

Patents

Pleasant Street,

Pub.
Pirli

JAMES S. WRIGHT.

A LOW PRICE

year.

FREELAND HOWE, Jr.,

The subscribers hereby give notice that tney
have been duly appointed executors of the last
will and testament of
MARION A. BESSEY, late of Paris,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to nrcscnt the same for settlement, ami
all Indebted thereto arc requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
A LVIN S. BESSEY,
Feb. 18th, 1913.
WINFIELD C. BESSEY.
8-10

south

For Sale.

NOTICE.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he bas
liccn duly appointed administrator of the
c.-tatc of
JOHN E. THOMPSON, late of Bccklleld,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
lionds as tbe law directs. AH persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for seulement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

will suit you but

I RADE

But he has some con"Of courue.
science about It."
"now is that?"
"Why, you can buy him to support a
measure, but he wou't stay bought."—
Cleveland Plain Dealer.

1

save

from 3 to 6 per cent

Hi· Conscience.

;ablespoonfuls
:ool, pour over the fruit, let it stand all
1 lay and serve with ice cream.

(

try-

nothing

8-10

SHURTLEFF A CO.,
NEWELL à CO.,

Samuel L. Moody late of Kur fori, -le.
ceased ; first account presented for a^owaoce hy
8. Wright, administrator.
James
8-10
Martha IV· Fogg late of Porter, Irrriml
NOTICE.
first account presented for aliowan..· y Krc 1 c.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he Small, executor.
of
the
administrator
has been duly appointed
lr of Λ
Vera B. Hodge of Canton, rclr
ctate of
L. llo<lge late of Canton, d<
AUGUST A DUDLEY, late of Paris,
re.il it tat. present*·!
and
to
sell
convey
license
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
C. Hodge, guardian
bonds as tbe law directs. All ικτβοηβ having de- by Angle
Blaliee late of sur.r-r, !<e«utd;
mands against the estate of said deceased are
Antlpass
desired to present the same for settlement, and first and Anal account pre enti
ητιμ
all Indebted thereto arc requested to make pay- by Lewis H. lilsbee, executor.
ment Immediately.
late
of
Boewortb
leaser,
·!«D,
J a me a
EDWIN A. DUDLEY.
Feb. 18th, 1913.
8-10
ceased; flrst account presented f„r s.ioinateby
with
the
will
administrator
8.
James
Wright,
annexed.
NOTICE.

—cake and biscuits and
everything else you bake
yours

A. E.
8. E.

pavment immediately.
CHARLES H. TUTTLE.
Feb. 18th, 1913.

payment Immediately.
Feb. 18th, 1913.

—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible pas·

—

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
esbeen duly apimlntcd administrator of the
tate of
Buckfield.
of
late
RUSSELL S. TUTTLE,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonda as the law directs.
demands against the estate of aald deceased
for settlement,
same
the
are desired to present
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of tbe
estate of
LYMAN J. DAVIS, late of Bethel,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds a» the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto are requested to make

—the lightest, finest,
whitest bread and
more loaves to every
sack—

quantities
$100 up, yielding

from

"Ob, yes. he's a very flue alderman."
"Why. I'm told he can be bribed."

One and a half cupfuls of brown sugar,
of shortening, three eggs,
a teaspoonful of ground cinnamou,
hree-fourtha of a cupfnl of raisins out
MANY A SUFFERING WOMAN
η small pieces, half a
oupful of chopped
Drags herself painfully through her
valnut meats, one teaspoonful of vanilla,
from
, Ive
tablespoonfuls of hot water, one tea· !1 laily task· (offering and lossbackache,
of sleep,
poonful of soda, aod one teaspoonful of leadache, nervousness,
1 taking powder stirred into three oupfnla 1 lot knowing her tils are dne to kidney
PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD,
tnd bladder troubles. Foley Kidney
(
>ut never follow· the nse of Foley's if dour. Beat well and drop from a ! 'ills
give quick relief from pain and mis·
* poon on to buttered pans.
Bake it io a
and
Tar
the
It
Honey
Compound.
stops
try, a prompt return to health and
1 □oderate oven.
heals
tbe
sore
and
inflamed
air
longh,
ι trengtb.
No woman who snffers can
MABSHMALLOW LOAF.
•assages, and strengthens the lungs.
I fford to overlook Foley Kidney Pills.
[*bo genuine is in yellow package witb
Dissolve one tablespoonful of gelatta L E. Shurtleff Co., Sonth Paris. S. E.
wehlve on carton. Refuse substitute·. ■ α
half a cupfnl of hot water. Stir into J fewell Jt Cd.t Paris.
l. E. Sburtleff Co., Soutb Pails; S. E.
t hie the beaten ivhites of fonr
eggs. Add
Jewell A Co., Paris.
c ne cupful of sugar and half a
Wife—John, I haven't a skirt fit to
cupful of
c old water.
Beat for one minnte. Di- rear.
"Woman is considered tbe weaker ve«- ν ide this mixture into two or three or
Husband—Well, that'a the style, Isn't
f sur parts, flavoring each differently and ' if
el," she remarked, "aud yet—"
''Well?" be queried, as sbe hesitated, c oloring each differently with vegetable
"And yet," site continued, "man is c oloring matter. Let this stand until it I
MESSAGE TO RAILROAD MEN.
ii ι stiffened, so that the mixture will not
fteo broke!"
E. 8. Baoon, 11 Eaat Street, Bath, Me.,
un.
Dust a loaf cake tin with powders inds oat this warning to railroaders
i sugar. Put In one color, sprinkle
β
"My work as oondootor
Foley Kidney Pill· will reach joor Initb cb* oped walnuts, then In tnrn put 0 rerywbere.
insed a ehronio inflammation of the
ivldual case If you have any form of
ι the otbur color», with chopped nuts
\
waa miaerable and all
and
I
Idneys
idney or bladder tronble, any backaohe,
etwee» each layer. Set It on loe to
From the day I began takp layed ont.
jeumatlsm, uric aold poisoning or ir· ? irden, and serve
in siloes with whipped
ig Foley Kldnev Pills I began to regain
ignlar and painful kidney action. They
earn.
n iy strength, and I am better now than I
re strengthening, tonic and curative,
h ive been for twenty years." Try them.
id oootain no habit forming drug·. A.
Put a soratcher for matobee in every A E. Shurtleff Co., South Paris; S. Κ.
Sburtleff Co., Soutb Paria; S. Ε.
π iom la the house, and me the walls.
H •well A Co., Paris.
ewell à
Parie.

Father—It's

sver

will
FREE. Ask your friends to begin to
for you.

as

po to my long home—be killed."
The first of the Weldon railroad battles, Aug. 18. John Timmons was killed
—died of red tape and a bullet—Chicago Record-Herald.

No. J045.
Composers: Schumunu, Just before this is turned into a mold
add two teaspoonfale of vanilla, and
Scbuliert. Beethoven. fciuudel, Mozart.
serve it very oold with thick cream.
No. 2040.—Charades: 1. Glass, lass,
3 Sat,
2. Stew. dent—utudent
uss.
CARROT SALAD.
fre—satire.
Line η salad bow) with cabbage that
No. 2047.
Reversed Readings: 1. has beeu shredded and soaked in ice
Border-red, rob. 2. Madder—red, dam. water for several hours.
Sprinkle
Have
4. Boston—not lightly with salt and pepper.
3. Torpid—dip, rot.
ready some very email beets and carrots
Bob
5. Cornet—ten. roc.
No 2048.—Army Anagrams: Military that have been cooked until tender in
boiling salted water, and have been maritltlen: Soldier, colonel, peneral. cap
nated in French dressing for two hours.
tain, lieutenant
Arrange these la alternate colors,
No. 2049.-Pictured Word: Omitting.
sprinkle lightly with horseradish,
No. 20.10.
changed Centers: Crest, add a French dressing and serve.
comet, cheet. cbant. crust cheat, carat
C1IAFING

V

Best Bread—
and More of It

All kinds and

the order. Days and weeks passed
without the word which would take
him out of the service. On the night of
Aug. 10, 1861, an order came for the
regiment to march. A march then, in
front of Petersburg, meant a battle.
"This is tough." said Timmons. "1
ought to have been mustered out and
pone home a month ago. In a day or
two we shall have a fight, and I shall

Key to Puzzledom.
Soak some dried apricots all night,
No. 2044.-Numerical Eulgrna: James stew them with sufficient
sugar to sweetWords: Jam, same. en them, and then add a cupfnl to a
Russell Lowell.
ne!l. mess, row, well. low.
quart of blanc mange when cooking.

crest.

Paris.

both legs.
Lieutenant John Tlmmons of Company C was entitled to muster out July
16, 1864, his three years having ended,
but red tape intervened and delayed

cupful

APRICOT BLANC MANGE.
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INVESTMENT BONDS

tation.
"Let that leg alone." said Converse.
The surgeon paid no attention to the
wounded captain until Converse had
taken out his revolver and pointed it at
him. There was no amputation, and
the next day they buried Converse with

cupful of sugar with oneof butter, add tbe yolk» of
two eggs and two-thirds cupful of eour
milk, to which has been added a teaspoonful of soda dissolved io a little hot
water. Sift two cupfuls of flour with
two teaspoonfuls of baking powder and
one teaspoonful each of cinnamon, cloves
and allspice and add to the other ingredients. Then add tbe beaten whites
of three eggs and stir in one cupful of
blackberry jam or any other kind of
jam. Tbe blackberries must not be
seeded. Bake in three or four layere.
Put a soft boiled icing between the layers and on top of the cake.
half

Billing*' Block, South

It destroy s ail worm life, expel· worms from
the body and makes thechild healthy again.
All dealer·, 35c, 50c and $1.00.

him on the field with
torn and death looking
the eye.
A Confederate surgeon told Converse
that his leg would have to come off.
"That would not save my life, so let
It alone," was his quiet reply. But the
surgeon began to arrange for an ampu-

one

catalog.

W.J.Wheeler,

and

by the late Dr. William P.
located on High
a thigh cruelly Bridgham,
him squarely in Street in Buckfield Village.

JAM CÀKK.

Now any punster TOTAL so
Would be considered queer
Should he not think each sneering blow
A punishment severe.

Send for

NOTE—Dr. True's own prescription,
•old under the name of Dr. True'· Elixir,
is the beat remedy in the world for worms.

into the first day's fight of the Wilderness, May 5, 1864, confident that he
would do his last fighting that day. He
never fought more bravely. They left

a

Éd.,

Rid the child of v%>rms and you will
have a healthy, happy child.

ed his blanket about him and burled

moderate oven;
qundruped nor biped, though I have serve very cold, ornamenting with sweetbeen known to stand upright Part of ened whipped cream and crystallized
me is attached to nearly every dwell- cherries.
ing house, church or prison. 1 might
FISH AU VINAIGRE.
be used as a means of defense for lack
Boil shad, mackerel or whito fish in
of a stouter weapon, but my rightful salted water. When cooked put on a
use Is in peaceful commerce.
dish, pour over it two cups of vinegar
while the fish is hot. When It is cold
pour the vinegar into a bowl, add to it
No. 2058.—Charade.
two teaspoonfuls of tomato ketchup, two
Some friends and TWO with puzzles tried
teaspoonfuls of Worcestershire sace, and
Each other to defeat
salt and pepper to taste. Pour all this
That some were bad can't be denied.
When ready to serve
Hut some were very neat.
upon the fish.
chop fine two bard cooked eggn, one
A ONE TWO THREE was 80 obecure
small onion, two tablespoonfuls each of
My friend* almost THREE tears,
pareley and celery, one boiled beet and
Uut when 1 told the answer poor
spread this mixture over the fish.
They TOTAL me with Jeer·.
an

price.

New Pianos, Stools, Scarfs,
Instruction Books, Flayer pianos always in stock at prices
that are right.

a few case· the
face takes on a dull leaden hue; eyes
heavy and dull, twitching eyelids; itching
of the nose; itching of tne rectum; short,
dry cough; grinding of the teeth; little
red points sticking out on tongue; starting
during sleep; slow fever; pulse quickened

cupful of tapioca him where he foil. Nothing could conmorning put half vince him that he would not be killed
What well known tale?
sprinkling it with In that battle, though he had escaped
finely powdered maple sugar, then on in a dozen other great battles.
this arrange a layer of candied cherries;
No. 2057.—What Am I?
Captain Itollln P. Converse, who had
now pour in the rest of the tapioca and
I have feet, but no legs or toes. My
add cherries and sugar as before; add won his way from the ranks and gone
I
can
feet are In constant use, yet
sufficient milk to cover the pudding and throuph a score of great battles, weut
I am neither
nor walk.

SEWING

FIRST

comrade, just

BACKACHE,
TROUBLE

price.

flushed, then pale and in

the Sixth Wisconsin
swung inlo line for a charge the first
day at Gettysburg.
"Killed in battle" Is what the orderly
entered after Frank's name that night.
"Have all the fun with me you desire, geutlemen: It is your last chance,"
was what Major I'hil Hummer of the
Sixth Wisconsin said to a company of
ο Ulcers who were dialling him about
being so very sober the day before
Grant moved into the Wilderness In
18(!4. Forty-eight hours later they rollλ

Foley Kidney Pills

Organs

bargain.

sweets; nausea and vomiting; swollen upper
lip: sour tongue; offensive breath; hard and
full belly with occasional gripings and
pains about the navel; face at one time

ericksburg and FitKhigh Crossing.
"Lime, this finishes my fighting," was
what Frank King said to Lime White.

chicken, and flour each
Line a deep dish with slices

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Organs

Nineteen-twentieths of the sickness of
children have two causes: constipation
and worms!
The danger of constipation ia understood, but there are 50 different kinds of
worm· that may exist in the stomach and
bowels, and children are especially apt to
have them. Usually stomachand pin worms.
Signs of worm· are: Indigestion, with
a variable appetite; abnormal craving for

irregular; body may be hot;
often, in children, convulsions.
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a much worse wound than Garfield h
Finch demanded attention. He forced
the nurses to keep his wound bathed in
cold water, and if they were at all neg
lectful lie swore at them. Finch lived
to kick about poor hardtack and salt
junk cut from dead horses, but Garfield
Is sleeping in the Bull Run cemetery.
Frank King was a rollicking young
fellow in the same company, generous,
brave and popular, a singer who always
Like a hero he
drew an audience.
fought it Gainesville. Second Bull
Run, South Mountain. Antietam. Fred-

MAPLE SUGAR TAPIOCA PUDDING.

STANDARD

Iff Mothers

duty," pleaded the poor boy.
And he lay there without a word of
complaint and died.
Near biui was "Kicker" Finch of the
same company with a shattered kneo

raw

Agency,

Insurance Company of North

Pianos

NORWAY, ME.

Tel. 35-3

"Yours is a tlesti wounn in trie cim
of the leg nud in a few days will be
all right," said the surgeon to Garfield.
"Tell lay p-rcnis I did not shirk my

Soak over night a
in cold water; in the
of it in a baking dish,

STANDARD

SALE

The Dennis Pike Real Estate

rear.

of raw sweet potato, elices of raw white
potato, some of the chicken, a little
onion, a few slices of bacon, a pinch of
salt, pepper, and a can of tomatoes chopped fine, a little butter (unless the chicken is very fat J and a tablespoonful of
vinegar. Cover the top of the dish with
the sweet and white potatoes. Bake
very slowly from two to three hours.
Serve hot for dinner. This takes three
medium-sized sweet potatoes and six
medium sized white potatoes.

deposit today.

existence, business,

ESTATE

FOR

Joined

Pennsylvania and the Seventy-sixth
New York, met "Stonewall" Jackson's
sixteen regiments nnd held them iu
check for four hours, our brigade alone
losing $00 of its 2,500 men.
"I'm hit: goodby, boys." said Garfield. as he fell out and went to the

1MPANADA.

Cut up a
piece well.

never

"Tills Is my first nnd last fight, lioys.
and 1 shall do my duty," Is what lie
said when the regiment plunged Into
that battle, in which the Iruu brigade
i>f four regiments and two regiments
of Doubleila/s brigade, the Fifty-sixth

One large canful of salmon (pink)
drained and chopped fine, four eggs,
well beaten, a pinch of salt and pepper.
Mix together, fry in hot lard by tablespoonfuls, and serve on lettuce leaves
hot or cold.

$120,000.00 give assurance of absolute safety and
account for our more than $300,000.00 of deposits.
of

of

social.

or

REAL

writiug letters and

Gainesville.

SALMON OMELET.

No. 2056.—Rebu· Puzzle.

time

Held was as brave as the bravest at

ROLLED BEEFSTEAK.

and all amazemeut

profession,

lu camp amusements, told a few of his more intimate
ι
In South Paris
friends while the regiment was in
1· a nice new cottage house ο
266.
Tbla
No.
in
cump opposite Fredericksburg, Va.,
•even room*, hardwood floor·, pantry, clothes
1802, that he would be wounded In and china closets, city water; outside baa piazza,
bay window: equipped with ctorra and screen
the first liattle he went into and die wlndowa
and doors. Outbuilding:- stable 18 χ
from tbo effects of it The boys lnugh- 24 ft. 2 stalls and carriage repository, 2 poultry
houses and wood shed. Entire set of buildings
him
cheer
to
tried
up,
and
Ulm
ed at
all connected. One acre of nice level land where
but Is was of uo use, he never changed owner harveste 1 one ton of hay, year's supply of
beans, potatoes and vegetables. Must sell soon.
flrst
the
his mind. Aug. 2S, 1SG2, was
See this property,. $1800.
Young Gar·
battle of the regiment.

Make a good dressing as for turkey
and spread it over a two-pound round
steak. Roll it up and tie it securely and
put it in a cloth bag and boil it for two
U.
bours. About half an hour before serv1 η m a charac ter well known to the ing, take it from tbe bag and brown it in
holithe oven. Serve it with a good brown
musical and dramatic world. At
or with a tomato sauce with chopday time I am hailed with delight by sauce
ped green peppers.
young and old, but when rudely given
NUT DREAD.
I am either η chastisement or an insult I am found outdoors and In. 1
Sift together four capful· of flour and
in the four
.. in one of the greatest travelers
teaspoonfuls of baking powder. To
world, and yet I am found at your one-half of this, add one cupful of chopped walnut meats and half a cupful of
door among the flowers.
raisius. Now beat together three-fourths
1IL
of a cupfui of sugar, one and a half cupI have four legs, but cannot walk.
cupful.·* of milk, and one egg. Add the
talk.
cannot
You come for food—I
sifted flour, then the flour oontalniDg the
I have a mouth, but never eat
nuts and raisins. Put it in two wellI run along, but have no feet
greased pans, let it stand about twenty
I have an ear, but cnnnot hear.
minutes and bake for nearly an hour in
I'm clothed In silk until I'm sear.
a moderate oven.
I have a nose, but never smell.
I'm small, but help to warm you well
ICED GRAPE FRUIT.
I have a tongue, but never talk.
Cut four large grapefruit in halves, reI'm closely tied, but often walk.
move seeds and tiber, and mix the pulp
—Youth's Companion.
wtth a little sugar to taste, and the juice
of half an orange. Prepare a simple
No. 2055.—Nineteen Buried Animal·.
icing as for snow cakes and color pale
Ireland's lut heals slowly. Troubles
yellow with confectioner's coloring. Ice
•nine long ago—at times in battallons- the
top of each half of grape fruit, stick
Ambitious a small
to attack aud assail lier.
sprig of mint in each center and
Democrats now countermine famous serve. The grapefruit should be well
enthusiasts nearly akin to heroes. An- chilled before it is iced.
archy euables cowards to sow hot ter-
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leisure

reading,

BRAMBLES.

Gives

No. 2054.—Riddle·.
L
I'm the only one, but there are more,
a pair
owns
man
For each
Unless deformed. I know It's claimed
There are as many by sea and shore.
While I am precious. I'm under foot
to boot
By mua and women and children

What Makes

his

depressed?
ι weapon?
Juice and grated peel of one lemon,
fires?
light? That apes birds? Kindles
one cup raisin s, one cup of sugar, one
Hunts? Backs out? Used on bread egg. Make nice paste, roll thin and cut
into rounds about four inches in diameand an Insect?
That Is

pbaso

Person

COME.

red pepper, butter size of a walnut.
Melt tbe butter in the obaflng dish, add
the cheese, when thoroughly melted beat
in tbe egg; when cheese and egg are
well blended add milk with mustard and
No. 2052.—Riddle· of th· Poet·.
dissolved in a little of the milk.
Which poet do animals prefer? pepperuntil it thickens.
Serve with
In Cook
Which poet do the treee resemble
toast or saltlnes.
Which poet Is
the fall of the year?
PRUNE WHIP.
has rapfreat In stature? Which poet
Stew three-fourths poond of prunes
Which poet
gives shelter?
idity?
and sweeteD to taste. Remove stone·
Which poet Is at the head of a church?
sift. When cold add tbe whites of
quantity? and
represents
Which
poet
four eggs beaten to a stiff frotb, and
Which poet gives pain?
bake
beat until light, then
twenty
minutes. Turn on a platter and oool
of
Piah··,
cover
of
and
with
No. 2063.—Name·
plenty whipped cream.
What is the fish that Is bad for
MOCHA FROSTING.
Useful for carpenters?
swimmers?
One cup confectioner's sugar, butter
Used by smokers? A small mass? A size of a walnut, two teaspoons of cocoa,
little shal^r? Acts like a wasp? That one teaspoon of vanilla, two teaspoons
aids ships? Used In geography? Gives of hot coffee.
To march by? That Is
at

light

for every

a

Those who auffer
from hcadacho know the symptoms, and
when t? use tho remedy. What remedy
is the difficult question to many. The
True "L. F." A wood's Medicine seldom fails to relieve promptly.
KNEW THEIR TIME HAD
"I always had Sick Headaches be"
At wood'β Medifore taking "L. F.
cine. After taking it, I have no more
It Wat Not Mer· Fancy, but Grim Pre- Sick Headaches, and would not be withmonition, That Moved Th«ae Men to out "L· F.M, says Mrs. Geo. Anderson,
Brunswick, Me.
Read Their Own Death Warrant·—A
"I have used tho True "L. F." AtCase of Red Tape and a Bullet.
wood's Medicine for a long time, and
Premonitions get little attention, and always with good results. I can highfor Sick Headache and
those who have them little sympathy ly rccommend it
'*
in the stomach
In these days. During the war, how- pains W. D.
Mrs.
Sargent, Skowhdgan, Me.
ever, a premonition came to be looked
Regular size 33 cents at all dealers.
upon as u most unwelcome guest. In
"L. F." MEDICINE CO.. Portland, Me.
the company I went out with there
were two Garfield brothers. The younger, α quiet, modest fellow who spent

Οηβ-balf pound of chopped cheese,
one cap of sweet milk, one egg, onehalf teaepoonful of mustard, a daeh of

Inetead of third you more might know.
You'll And In the next an old time no.
When you come to the final letter,
And In English there's none does better.

Unfits

Soldiers Who Foresaw Their Fate
on the Eve of Battle.

Recipe·.

No. 2051.—Decapitation·.
Upon toy whole elta a youth like you.

A SICK HEADACHE

DEATH WARNINGS.

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.
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